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Are On The 
Upswing After 
A Ten Year 
Tower Profile' 
The Peace Corps, created in the '60s 
when its number of volunteers was as 
high as the idealism and good-will it 
shares throughout the world, is again 
emerging on college campuses and 
through media campaigning. 
After ten years of keeping a "lower 
profile," the Peace Corps is calling for 
10,000 people to contact recruiters to see 
if they have the necessary skills to help 
in draught-stricken areas of Africa and 
other needy areas of the world. 
The Peace Corps is currently in 60 
under-developed countries with more 
than 5,600 volunteers in the field. 
Though they are not currently involved 
in relief efforts in Ethiopia, due to its 
Marxist government, half of these 
volunteers are working in African coun­
tries. 
"Our push is to have 6,000 new volun­
teers by the end of the year," said Ellen 
Williams, a Peace Corps volunteer, who 
is now in the San Diego area. "The calls 
have been overwhelming." 
Response to recent recruiting efforts at 
USD has been good, Williams said. She 
emphasized that the interest is for "a few 
good people." The Peace Corps is not for 
everyone, said Williams. "It's something 
only a few people can'handle." 
Currently, there are three volunteers 
from USD's graduating class of last year. 
"That's quite an accomplishment for 
such a small school," Williams said. 
In the past, an emphasis has been 
placed on recruiting "generalists." These 
are persons with strong liberal arts 
backgrounds who are taught specific 
skills in training programs and, in turn, 
teach these skills to people in needy 
areas. 
"We have found that people with tech­
nical backgrounds are more effective," 
said Williams. "People with agricultural 
as well as those with math and science 
backgrounds are in high demand. We 
really need these people to teach on the 
secondary level." 
Though the effort is to attract people 
with agricultural and technical back­
grounds, Williams said, "We do take 
generalists to help with nutrition and 
general health. Also, these people are 
needed for community development." 
Williams, a physical education major, 
taught health and nutrition in the 
Dominican Republic. She stressed that 
four years of working with a volunteer 
ambulance in Pendleton, Indiana, were 
advantageous in helping her qualify for 
the Peace Corps. 
For Williams, her work as a volunteer 
is one she would gladly do again. "The 
personal benefits of doing this are great. 
It has changed my perspective on many 
things—especially toward being an 
American." 
Terry Rattigan, who is recruiting with 
Williams, agrees that the experience of 
working as a Peace Corps volunteer has 
changed his view of America. "Coming 
back is astounding," he said. "Walking 
down a supermarket aisle and seeing all 
the different sodas available, and even 
By Adrianne King 
the different types of mustards amazed 
me. There's so much abundance here." 
Rattigan completed his assignment in 
Sierra Leone, a country about 200 miles 
south of the encroaching desert in 
Africa. He describes his experience as 
one filled with warmth and hospitality. 
"The village where I worked was very 
communal. The people were extremely 
generous—almost to a fault," said Ratti­
gan. "Even people who didn't have a lot, 
shared." 
An ability to demonstrate leadership 
and communication skills, and a back­
ground in gardening and community in­
volvement provided Rattigan with the 
experience the Peace Corps was looking 
for. 
Rattigan taught skills that will help the 
people raise this production of rice. "It's 
amazing," said Rattigan, "when you 
think that a technical innovation for 
these people would be the introduction 
of something like a shovel." 
(Continued on Page 2) 
ASB Finance 
Where Does Your Money Go? 
Campbell contemplates next ASB budget move. 
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Steering Committee 
To Lead Freshmen 
The first Steering Committee meeting of 
the 2nd semester will be on March 7, 
Thursday, in the Camino Lounge at 6:30 
pm before the basketball game. The pur­
pose of the Steering Committee is to guide 
and steer the Class in a positive direction. 
This positive direction is made through 
planning worthwhile events and receiving 
continuous input from a larger percentage 
of the Class. This committee will represent 
every student as a whole, and will give an 
opportunity for every student to get in­
volved in the ASB process of planning, 
budgeting, and organizing events. 
Five representatives were appointed to 
chair the committee. Holly Coonrad & 
Madelon Ries will represent Camino/Foun-
ders Hall. Larry Gray will represent 
DeSales Hall. Mimi Mehrubi was ap­
pointed to represent the Freshmen in the 
Mission Dorms, and Gerry Pizarro will 
represent the Freshmen who live off cam­
pus. The members of the 1984-85 2nd 
semester Steering Committee are the fol­
lowing: 
Anne Archer, Patti Ahern, Crissy 
Anderlini, Holly Coonrad, Diana Durka, 
Susan Edwards, Bob Fiorentino, Larry 
Gray, Holly Haynie, Harry Hadjian, 
Diane Haller, Amy Marsh, Kathy 
Milican, Mimi Mehrubi, Susan Milne, 
Gerry Pizarro, Madelon Ries, Richard 
Wiard. 
The committee will meet every other 
Tuesday in Camino Lounge with the first 
meeting on March 7 at 6:30 pm. All 
students are welcome to get involved and 
be a part of this committee. 
The major concentration of this com­
mittee will be the organizing of the "1st 
Annual Volleyball Championships and 
Beach Party." This event, created by the 
Freshmen Senators, will be held on April 
27th in Mission Beach. So, all students 
who are into volleyball, sun, surf, and 




The Commuters in Action will be spon­
soring a trip to Magic Mountain, the 
famous Six Flags amusement park in 
Valencia, California. The date of the 
event will be Sunday, March 10, and 
buses will meet in front of DeSales Hall at 
7:45 a.m. The cost is $10.95 per ticket, and 
passes are available in the USD Box Of­
fice. 
S O P H O M O R E  P I Z Z A  P A R T Y '  
S T A R R I N G  
Eddie Murphie 
Comedy Show 
M is s ion  C ro s s ro ad s  
9 :30  -  11 : 30  pm  
March  ' 11 ,  Monday  
FREE FREE FREE 
By Brett Campbell 
ASB Secretary of Finance 
We are now well into our second 
semester here at USD. Some of you are 
probably deliberating amongst yourselves 
on how the ASB is spending your ASB 
fees. Most of you, though, like me, prob­
ably don't give it a second thought. 
Being an ASB official, and coinciden-
tally, the ASB Secretary of Finance, I find 
myself probably the most qualified person 
to speak on such a matter. How I came to 
this position, my background, my per­
sonal activities, are not really important at 
this time. The fact is, I am here, and I have 
a responsibility to see to it that ASB funds 
are properly spent. 
This semester, the Senate approved a 
Spring budget of $94,776.00. In com­
parison, last year's Spring budget was only 
$80,000.00. This increase is due mainly to 
a higher level of performers and a more in­
volved advance programming schedule. 
Our Social Chairman, along with the pro­
grammers for Bullpen, Film Forum, Lark, 
Cultural Arts, and Speakers Bureau have 
a series of events planned throughout the 
semester. The budgeting process for these 
events has thus become more thorough 
and has allowed for a greater variety of 
events to be sponsored for the benefit of 
the students. 
ASB funding, however, does not stop 
there. Many other programs, events, and 
services are provided for with ASB 
money. We also subsidize a large part of 
the Vista and Alcala Yearbook publi­
cations, which together amount to over 
15% of the budget. Both of these publica­
tions could not be accomplished without 
the assistance of the ASB. Moreover, 
clubs and organizations have expanded 
their programming activities, creating a 
greater funding need for the Inter-Club 
Council. The ASB has responded to this 
need by increasing the total budget of the 
ICC to $6,000, the largest it's ever been. 
So, as you can see, the ASB is responsible 
for many activities throughout campus. 
The ASB budget is currently running in 
the black for the first time in several years. 
In the past, administrations have over­
spent and thus placed a financial burden 
Continued From Page 1. 
Father Ron Pachence, Professor of Reli­
gious Studies at.USD, worked as a Peace 
Corps volunteer during the late '60s. He 
describes his experience of teaching 
English in a suburb of Budapest, Turkey, 
as "The best thing I've ever done. I came 
home feeling I had received more than I 
had given." 
Father Pachence, who teaches courses in 
Islam, feels that he gained his appreciation 
of Islam during his years as a volunteer. "It 
was very beneficial for my own educa-
on the following administrations. This 
year's administration has been very for­
tunate in that we do not have to deal with 
a past debt. With the help of ASB Con­
troller, John Morberg, I have been able to 
keep close tabs on how the money has 
been spent to insure that we do not over­
spend again. His assistance and hard work 
has been a great asset to me in my work. 
All in all, this year has been a success 
considering we are on a limited budget. 
$95,000 may not seem limited to you, but 
once you understand the scope and mag­
nitude that ASB events take, the limi­
tations will be quite obvious. To better 
understand this, $10,000 had to be cut 
from the initial budget requests to get 
down to the available funds of $95,000. 
Another example is the cost of Spring Ball 
this semester, which amounts to over 
$9,000.00 of ASB Funds. Also, our goal to 
tional experience," he said. 
Interviews will be held for graduating 
seniors with completed applications on 
March 8, in Career Counseling and Place­
ment. Training for 60% of the Peace 
Corps programs begins this summer. To 
be considered for one of these programs, 
build a respectable Speakers Bureau which 
has been done, meant we had to invest 
almost $7,000.00 in order to obtain quali­
ty and controversial speakers. The capaci­
ty of these figures may sound surprising, 
but we are using minimum budgeting 
while putting out the best quality events 
possible. 
If you are interested in seeing how your 
ASB Fees are being spent please feel free to 
stop by the ASB Office or sit in on our 
Budget Committee Meetings Tuesday 
evenings at 5:00 pm in the ASB Con­
ference Room. 
Lastly, I'd like to thank you for my new 
Porsche, my new clothes and my trip to 
the Bahamas. My banker also thanks you, 
as well as my broker and travel agent, and 
Mom and Dad for supplementing my tui­
tion costs, and of course, YCSCR (Young 
College Students for Communist Rule). 
applications must be submitted now. For 
more information call 293-7088. 
"We need people who don't mind taking 
the time to communicate and find out 
what's important in other peoples' lives," 
said Rattigan. "That's what the Peace 





Peace Corp: Volunteers Increasing 
GRADUATING SENIORS: 
Order Caps & Gowns 
NOW. . 
in Box Office. March 20 deadline 
Campus Notes 
A 
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*Steve Barber, Jazz Pianist, Thu. 23 noon, French Parlor 
*ASB Senate, 12:15 pm, Salomon Lecture Hall 
•Club Francaise, 11:15 am 
*AMA Mtg, 11:15 am, Olin Hall 125 
*Craig Karges, Mentalist and magician 10:00 pm, Student Union 
•Film Forum presents "Absence of Malice," Fri., 7:00 pm, Salomon Lecture 
Hall 
•Senior Retreat, Fri-Sun. 
*Greek Olympics, details to be announced 
*CIA/ASB Magic Mountain Trip, Sun, 8:00 am-6:00 pm 
•Alcala Park Players present One Act Plays, 8:00 pm, Camino Theatre 
*Mass, 10:00 am, 5:00 and 7:00 pm Founder's Chapel 
*ASB CA Shakespeare Film Festival presents, "Romeo and Juliet," Mon, 8:00 
pm, Salomon Lecture Hall 
* Writing Center Tutor Workshop, Tue, 11:15, Camino 181 
•Program Board, 12 noon, Serra Hall Conference Room 
•Club de Espanol 11:30 am, Camino Hall 120 
•ASB CA Shakespeare Film Festival presents "A Midsummer's Night Dream," 
8:00 pm, Salomon Lecture Hall 
•ASB Film Forum presents "Big Wednesday," Wed, 9:00 pm, Salomon Lecture 
Hall 
•Mission Club Dance-A-Thon coming May 3 at El Cortez. 
•Campus Ministry Penance Service, 7:30 pm Founder's Chapel 
•Sacred Heart Speaker Series presents Fr. Krause—"Celebrating as Eastern 
Christians" 
News Briefs 
The Coca-Cola Company has announced that it will begin making Cherry 
Coke. The product that will be test-marketed in a few states at first is expected to 
compete with Dr. Pepper which uses some cherry flavoring in its soft drink. Some 
feel that Cherry Coke might compete with Pepsi Cola, which is sweeter than 
Coca-Cola. Although Cherry Coke will be sweeter than Coca-Cola, its makers 
deny that it will have the syrupy consistency of the old cherry Cokes that kids en­
joyed back in the '40s and '50s. 
* * * 
Once mysteriously missing and thought by some to be gone forever, the bells 
returned to the USD campus, marking every hour and half hour. The friendly 
chimes, which had been absent since the beginning of the Spring semester, re­
turned to the Alcala Park airwaves last week. 
Although they actually blare their tones from a huge set of speakers atop the Im-
maculata tower, the bells have been a part of USD environment, especially on the 
west side of DeSales Hall, for years. 
Their disappearance has yet to be explained, but the Vista will report its find­
ings next week. But, most importantly, USD students once again have their audi­
ble clock back in working order, jingling in the hours and singing a happy noon­
time tune. 
* * * 
A dramatic film detailing the life of famous Christian author, C.S. Lewis is be­
ing produced in England through a co-op of three companies. Lewis lived in Ox­
ford, England until his death in 1963, and is most renown for his works "The 
Screwtape Letters," and the children's tale, "The Chronicles of Narnia." 
0 .  W H I C H  O F  T H E  F O L L O W I N G  I S  G U A R A N T E E D  T O  C H A N G E  
Y O U R  W A Y  O F  T H I N K I N G ?  
1. Studying at King's College in London 
2. Studying at Royal Holloway College in London 
3. Studying at The British Studies Centre in Canterbury. 
A  A N Y  O F  T H E  A B O V E  
The Ins t i tu te  for  American Univers i t ies  now offers  3 s tudy-abroad 
opt ions  in  Great  Br i ta in :  King 's  Col lege  of  the  Univers i ty  of  
London,  The Ins t i tu te ' s  Br i t i sh  S tudies  Centre  in  Canterbury ,  and 
Royal  Hol loway Col lege  (a lso  of  the  Univers i ty  of  London) .  Each 
combines  a  f i rs t - ra te  academic  programme with  the  oppor tuni ty  
to  l ive  and t ravel  in  Europe 
For  de ta i l s  concerning the  Ins t i tu te ' s  programmes,  wri te  to  us  a t  
73  Cast le  St ree t .  Canterbury  CT1 2QD,  England,  or  see  your  
campus s tudy-abroad advisor  
SAA Searches 
For Members 
The Student Alumni Association is 
looking for students who are interested in 
and excited about the bright future USD 
is presently facing. SAA is made up of a 
group of USD students who work closely 
with Alumni Director Tom Martz to help 
foster a closer tie between USD Alumni 
and the University. SAA works on a 
number of service activities for the school 
and the alumni. They also sponsor several 
activities for the Senior class. 
USD's Student Alumni Association was 
started five years ago with the intention of 
having a small group of students help out 
with alumni relations. Since then the 
group has grown a great deal. Some of the 
things that SAA has been responsible for 
in the past include the annual Career Day, 
when USD alumni in the business com­
munity come on campus for a day during 
the Spring to discuss their careers with in­
terested students; annual phon-a-thons to 
help the Development office raise money 
for University related needs; and the an­
nual SENIOR BANQUET which is held 
every Spring for the Senior class. The 
Senior Banquet includes dinner, dancing, 
plus a slide show of their past four years at 
USD. This year's SENIOR BANQUET 
will be held at the Kona Kai club on Fri­
day, May 3. 
Student Alumni Association also 
helped spread the Christmas spirit at USD 
by placing luminaries up and down 
Marion Way for the Christmas and Alum­
ni Masses. They also developed the Alum­
ni Reunion during Homecoming weekend 
for the classes of ??????? This included a 
barbeque plus a formal party complete 
with dinner and dancing. SAA also pro­
vided tours of the campus for all the 
Alumni. Many new, more exciting plans 
have been scheduled for the upcoming 
year, and Alumni Director Tom Martz 
has brought with him many great ideas 
and hopes for the group. 
As a result of these plans, next year will 
be a very exciting one for SAA. Appli­
cations for interested students will be 
available Thursday, March 7 in the Alum­
ni Relations office, located on the second 
floor of the east wing in DeSales. The ap­
plications are due back by Friday, March 
22. After the applications are completed, 
there will be an information interview for 
each applicant with Tom Martz and pre­
sent SAA Board members to answer your 
questions and discuss ideas you may have 
for the organization and your interest in 
it. 
If you are looking for an organization 
that is a bit different from the other ser­
vice organizations on campus, one that 
has a great deal to offer USD and provides 
the opportunity to meet and work with 
the alumni of USD, then Student Alumni 
Association is the organization for you! 
Video Dance Hits USD 
The Chrysler Plymouth Video Dance 
Night will come to USD on March 22, 9 
pm. The on-campus event will be held at 
the Camino Patio to give students the 
chance to experience the nation's first and 
most exciting audio/visual dance presen­
tation that's sweeping the nation and win 
prizes in the process. Resident Activity 
Board and ASB Film Forum are the spon­
soring organizations on campus. 
As many as 30 California colleges will be 
holding a Chrysler Plymouth Video 
Dance Night. 
B o t h  C h r y s l e r  P l y m o u t h  a n d  
ASB/RAB are involved in this revolu­
tionary entertainment show. 
25 Warner Bros, albums and 25 posters 
including such artists as: PRINCE, 
MADONNA, TALKING HEADS and 
CHAKA KAHN will be given away at a 
raffle and at dance contests throughout 
the show. 
The Chrysler Plymouth Video Dance 
Night will turn the Camino Cafe into 
"STUDIO 54" for a night. 
The Chrysler Plymouth Video Dance 
Night consists of over three hours of the 
l a t e s t  d a n c e  v i d e o s  i n c l u d i n g :  
PRINCE—"WHEN DOVES CRY," 
MADONNA—"LIKE A VIRGIN," 
TALKING HEADS—"ONCE IN A LIFE 
TIME" and CHAKA KAHN—"I FEEL 
FOR YOU," with Johnny Mac doing the 
VJ honors. 
Dance competitions will be held for the 
best all-around dancers, sexiest, craziest 
and couples dancing. 
Hundreds of thousands of college 
students have already enjoyed the nation's 
first and most exciting audio/visual dance 
presentation. 
Admission is free. Contact the ASB of­
fice at 280-4714 for more details. 




The Children's Creative Workshop, a 
non-profit, nonsectarian organization, is 
once gain offering an exciting summer of 
enrichment and fun for elementary school 
children. The directors are searching for 
personnel who would enjoy sharing their 
expertise and special interests with 
children. The staff consists of credentialed 
teachers and other members of the tal­
ented community. 
Tentative dates for the workshops are 
Camino Dining Room 
Positions Open 
Breakfast and Lunch 
Call: 260-4519 
or go to: Camino Office 
July 8 to July 19 for Session I and July 291( 
August 9 for Session II. Dates will be con 
firmed upon approval of the Del Ma 
School District. Classes will be conductei 
Monday through Friday, 9 to 10:30 a.m. 
and 10:30 a.m. to noon. 
Applications must be received by Marcl 
25. For more information or an applica 
tion form, contact Colleen James a 
481-0486 or Judy Sowards at 755-5540. 
RESEARCH j 
Send S2 lor . catalog j 
of over 16.000 topics tc j 
assist your research e> \ 
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Opinions 
60 Seconds 
By Tim Durnin 
Staf f  Wr i t e r  
This column has often been my confes­
sional. In vague, sometimes humorous 
ways I have let my character flaws be 
known. My flare for the dramatic, my 
uneven temper and my stubbornness have 
all been exposed in the words I've written 
here. I've never been quite so honest 
about it as I will be today. 
I confess, not out of some great need for 
pity or forgiveness, but in the hope that 
someone might become more aware than I 
was of the principles and ethics that are 
sacrificed for our own advancement. Let 
me preface this by saying I have always 
considered myself to be my "own person." 
I have always defended what I believe to 
be right, quite often to the detriment of 
my reputation. 
Unfortunately, there comes a time for 
many of us that we forego what we be­
lieve, and in so doing, sacrifice a part of 
what we are for our own advancement. It 
becomes painfully easy to legitimate our 
actions for our own good. We convenient­
ly avoid the truth while we prostitute our 
morals. In turning our heads we fail to 
recognize the injustice and immorality of 
what goes on around us. 
For two years I have seen this very thing 
go on day in and day out at USD. For two 
years I have detested the system that 
allowed such injustices to occur. I was 
then drawn into it. I became a part of the 
very entity that I held in such contempt. 
As I was drawn in I had promised myself I 
would not fall victim and sell my soul to 
the highest bidder. I lied. 
I was drawn in. I became fascinated and 
proud to be part of the "system." It 
became increasingly easier for me to ignore 
the disregard for human emotion. I re­
fused to recognize the blatant abuse of the 
political structure. 
In the coming weeks A.S.B. elections 
will be held, the orientation team chosen, 
R.A. positions filled. Many students will 
be drawn into and become a part of the 
system for the first time. They will face the 
challenges of the administration and the 
political organization that defines USD. It 
is my sincere hope that in the future those 
drawn into the system will have the 
courage and fortitude to hold their 
ground, where I and many others before 
me have failed. 
Response 
Ideological Metamorphosis 
By Teresa Rodgers 
Staf f  Wr i t e r  
I  would like to address Tim Durnin's 
Feb. 28th edition of 60 seconds in which 
he described how his experiences at USD 
had transplanted a liberal heart into his 
conservative body. I found this article 
rather amusing in that quite the opposite 
phenomenon occurred within me. Once a 
freshman with a liberal perspective, aware 
of the pains and suffering of society and 
feeling that the government should do 
something about it, I came to USD deter­
mined to contribute to the cause. As a 
result of my education in political science, 
this year I found myself "forced to vote 
for, can I say it?" . . . Ronald Reagan! 
That's not all. Recently, I engaged in a 
debate against socialized medicine! Now 
you're probably thinking that I am a rich, 
self-centered, capitalist-piggish conser­
vative. It's not that I don't feel that 
everyone, rich and poor alike, shouldn't 
get the best health care possible; it's just 
that I don't feel socialized medicine is the 
most pragmatic, effective, and economical­
ly efficient way of achieving this end. 
Realistically, how much praise can one 
bestow upon the current state of social 
security, unemployment insurance, and 
other U.S. government-implemented 
social programs? 
It is only obvious that the government is 
not some godlike entity existing some­
where "out there" which is capable of solv­
ing all injustices and inequalities if only 
enough concerned liberals will vote to 
raise taxes and enable it to throw more 
money at problems. 
Our current medical system, although it 
is not perfect, proves quite efficient. 
Medicare and Medicaid provide for the 
truly poor and 80% of the middle class are 
covered under medical insurance (ac­
cording to Dr. Michael Ross and the L.A. 
Times). The medical system in the U.S., 
because it functions under private enter­
prise, is one of the most advanced in the 
world exceeding, by far, that of Russia, 
Britain, or Canada. Of course, however, 
it's not perfect. This is where we who are 
compassionate and concerned about our 
nation's poor and sick need to devote our 
energies. 
We can, in our communities and par­
ishes, take an active role in helping those 
who are victimized by disease or 
catastrophe. We can, if you will, pick up 
where the government leaves off. We must 
stop deferring our human responsibilities 
to some entity "out there" called govern­
ment. This is America and WE are the 
government. If we ourselves are not the 
government, who, may I ask, is the gov­
ernment? Compassion, concern, love and 
works of God are manifested by people to 
people. A politically liberal person who 
shows up at the polls to vote for liberal 
candidates and social programs, yet proves 
himself a miser in his personal life, hardly 
impresses me. 
While working for the American Cancer 
Society, I found myself terribly shocked at 
the rude and negative responses that I 
received when telephoning devout "lib­
erals" (at least in the political realm) re­
questing that they "walk their block" for 
donations. I also witnessed "conservatives" 
(at least politically speaking)who 
volunteered to work their tails off for the 
Cancer Society. 
It is clear that political ideologies do not 
always fit their stereotypes. Liberals who 
are often regarded as the compassionate 
loving, sympathetic, individuals that they 
talk themselves up to be, often defer 
responsibility for any action backing their 
concerns onto something "out there" 
called government. Rich, conceited, tight­
wad, capitalist pig conservatives, on the 
other hand, often display quite liberal 
hearts in their actual lives and often show 
overwhelming involvement in community 




John Donnelly says my "defense of a 
pro-choice stance" involves a basic am­
biguity concerning the meaning of the 
concept "capacity." But he appears to be 
making two mistakes. 
One, he identifies me with the "pro-
choice" stance. This is a mistake because I 
clearly do not believe, as those who take 
this stance seem to, that the dispute is 
about choice at all. While in some other 
areas I may defend choice—e.g., whether 
to read pornography or not should be a 
matter of one's own moral choice—in this 
area the issue is more fundamental. It con­
cerns whether abortion is murder, plain 
and simple. If it is, then there can be no 
sensible defense of some alleged right to 
choose, barring, perhaps, in cases where 
the pregnancy was forcibly imposed on a 
person. After all, if someone is forcibly im­
posed on another, it is conceivable that 
self-defense should involve homicide. The 
courts recognize this in ordinary cases of 
killing persons, under "justifiable 
homicide," so they might in the case of 
abortion, as well. But that would be a rari­
ty if the zygote, embryo, or fetus were real­
ly human beings. 
As to the second mistake, do I make am­
biguous use of the concept "capacity." Let 
us take Donnelly's illustrations and see if 
he is right. He would have us accept that 
the statement "Colin, my 3-year-old son, 
has the capacity to be a physician" or 
"Your car with a complete engine over­
haul has the capacity to function efficient­
ly again." This introduces us to a different 
idea of "capacity" from what Donnelly 
spells "CAPACITY," as in "Smith has the 
CAPACITY to pay cash for that pur­
chase" or "in Robinson's CAPACITY as 
Head of Sales, she can authorize that ex­
penditure." But in fact there are no two 
sense here at all, only one. The statement 
about Colin really should use "potential," 
meaning that Colin could grow up and 
then become a physician, it is something 
that a child of that age can look forward 
to. In the second statement, however, 
Donnelly loads the case by including the 
hypothetical clause, "with a complete 
engine overhaul." But then this becomes 
CAPACITY. Of course, with such a treat­
ment, a car has the CAPACITY to func­
tion efficiently, in the same way as the 
Head of Sales has the CAPACITY to 
authorize an expenditure. 
What we are left with, then, is just what 
I tried to argue in my earlier letter; name­
ly, that something can have the potential 
to acquire a capacity. The broken car for 
instance, has the potential to become 
capable of functioning efficiently, that is, 
to acquire the capacity for efficient func­
tioning. Colin, however, is only potential­
ly capable of becoming a doctor—at 3 he 
hasn't yet the capacity for that kind of 
calling. 
My claim about zygotes, fetuses or em­
bryos was that prior to the development of 
the cerebral cortex, they have the poten­
tial for becoming rational beings, for ac­
quiring the capacity for rational thought, 
conceptual consciousness, thinking, 
reasons, and whatnot. I also said that at 
first, when they do acquire this capacity, 
they will show only minimal evidence, if 
any, of exercising it. And I also said that 
there can be a borderline case of some 
fetuses gaining this capacity earlier, some 
later. The general time period is at the 
24-week range. 
The point is that convicting someone of 
murder when the victim is not yet a human 
being is impossible, unless we should 
regard killing of any living being murder, a 
thesis I don't believe Donnelly wants to 
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Letters to the Editor 
In Defense of Capitalism 
Dear Editor, 
In response to Tim Durnin's 60 Seconds 
article, I would like to reply that I agree 
that there are times in college when one 
finds out just how ignorant one is. Perhaps 
this will be another such occasion. 
I am an "obnoxious freshman," and 
perhaps I may be so bold and possibly 
enlighten you to some issues in the "real 
world." 
Your "heart transplant" must have af­
fected your faculties of sense experience as 
well as your political persuasion. Your 
perception of the evils of capitalism seems 
too all-encompassing to be realistic. God 
forbid that any free man should be so 
selfish as to choose to spend the money he 
has earned on such frivolous items as a 
well-built Mercedes or a comfortable coun­
try abode. Each man should naturally 
forego these unnecessary frills and donate 
his extra earnings to someone who, 
perhaps, did not work as hard to attain 
the same level as the always-to-be-
disdained capitalist pig. 
Liberal attitudes that have found an 
eager ear in the federal government are 
also providing pitfalls for the successful ex­
ecution of American capitalism. In my 
opinion, it is not the direct duty of the 
federal government to alleviate poverty 
within the society it governs. The authors 
of many of the facets of your liberal beliefs, 
such as Jean Jacques Rousseau and John 
Locke, concede these points rather well. 
They believe that government has the 
obligation, under "social contract," to 
protect life, property, and the pursuit of 
happiness within the law. Government's 
obligation is not, as many liberals have 
perverted it to be, to provide property and 
happiness. I will strongly agree that the 
poor should not be forsaken, for there are 
many deserving of aid. However, let 
government provide strong incentives to 
the private sector and possibly to local and 
state governments to undertake such 
tasks. Also, it is certainly nor my desire to 
abandon the elderly of this nation. But 
rather than the federal government being 
primarily responsible for them, should not 
the greatest responsibility fall in the lap of 
the family unit, something the liberal 
welfare state has undermined and some­
thing that has brought America to her 
present position, whether that position 
may please you or not? 
It may also be observed that many lib­
erals are as filled with hypocrisy as they 
are with compassion. Earlier in the year 
your hero, Walter Mondale, attacked 
Ronald Reagan's Vice-President George 
Bush for the financial successes that Bush 
had achieved while there was still so much 
poverty left in America. Perhaps Mondale 
would also like to issue a statement about 
the hundreds of thousands of dollars that 
his running mate, Geraldine Ferraro, 
recently accepted for serving the slightly 
capitalist Pepsi Cola company. Maybe she 
needed the money to pay her husband's 
court costs. 
Incidentally, your comment about the 
American invasion of Grenada was ab­
solutely adorable. It seemed to be a perfect 
example of what Jeane Kirkpatrick called 
in her Republican Convention speech a 
"San Francisco Democrat" statement. To 
refresh your memory, she defined a San 
Francisco Democrat as a person who finds 
it infinitely easier to blame the United 
States for any problems that may arise in 
the world than to find a true cause. This 
particular species of liberal easily ignores 
what may be called the forces that diamet­
rically oppose democracy. 
It is easy to forget that Joseph Stalin 
killed an estimated ten million people dur­
ing his reign, when Grenada comes to 
mind. It is also easy to forget that the 
largely liberal media of the U.S. virtually 
ignores the Soviet Union's invasion of Af­
ghanistan and the fact that the Red Army 
is systematically destroying that culture 
and replacing it with the genocide permit­
ting institutions of Communist 
fanaticism. Mao-Tse Tung's purges that 
eliminated millions of lives also pale when 
placed side by side with the Grenada inva­
sion. After all, we weren't provoked in 
Grenada like the Soviets were when an 
obviously heavily armed Korean Airlines 
747 was shot down killing hundreds of our 
top spies. 
More recently, though, I'm sure your at­
tention has been peaked by Nicaragua's 
Sandinista leader Daniel Ortega's "peace 
initiative." This was a brave gesture on his 
part. After all, his country simply cannot 
hold any more Soviet arms or Cuban "ad­
visors" without risking an overpopulation 
crisis. 
In short, I often find some liberals 
disillusioned and/or naive. Many believe 
that mere dialogue will achieve a brother­
hood of man. The fact is that they (Com­
munists) have publicly decreed that they 
will lie whenever the purpose suits them. 
Wouldn't this damage any constructive 
dialogue? The Sandinistas have vowed to 
spread Communist revolution throughout 
the American continent. This fact makes 
Ortega's peace initiative all the more in­
teresting. 
You would have the government serve 
the poor of this country, yet you would 
oppose the defense of millions being sub­
jected to the ruthless violence of Com­
munist aggression. 
Your statement that our bombs "were 
designed to kill Communists, not people," 
is partially correct. Anyone who has com­
mitted the godless slaughter of millions 
that Communist totalitarian regimes ex­
ecute as habit, forfeit a moral definition of 
being human. 
Don't classify conservatives as cold-
hearted, unfeeling individuals. I consider 
myself as compassionate as most and 
moreso than many. Yet I feel I root my 
beliefs in realism rather than idealism 
which manages too often to corrupt the 
good intentions of many liberal concep­
tions. 
I also would not like to be misun­
derstood as advocating the elimination of 
criticism of the American system. Please 
continue to do so, for it is upon this prin­
ciple that our civilization is based. It will 
also provide me with ample subject matter 
for future rebuttal. 




It may also help, for thinking this matter 
through, to consider that courts have 
moved some time ago to accepting the 
secession of human life in adults when 
brain death occurs. This implies that the 
courts view someone without the capacity 
to function rationally, as not a human be­
ing in the full, normal sense of that term. 
Indeed, we call such beings vegetables, not 
merely as a crude joke but to point out a 
significant fact by way of a metaphor. 
Finally, Donnelly says that "neither 
does a large segment of the now classified 




In response to Professor Machan's letter: 
I would assume from your letter to the 
Vista that you know what "virtue" is, 
since you dispensed faith, hope, and chari­
ty as mere emotional dispositions. I beg 
you to share the meaning of "virtue" with 
me, since I have searched for a meaning to 
no avail. I even read Plato's dialogue con­
cerning virtue only to be left more per­
plexed. Anyway, let me share my suspi­
cion with you. I have this sneaking notion 
that "emotional dispositions" may encom­
pass: courage—which was defended by 
Mike Casper's (ROTC) letter to the Vista, 
and justice—which was the so-called noble 
end why the recent New York vigilante 
shot human beings in the back. It seems to 
me that "virtue" derives its meanings from 
strong "emotional dispositions." 
Whatever the truth is, I take Socrates' 










days to the 
VISTA office. 
Commentary 
ProLife Pro-Death Protest 
By Tim Durnin 
Staf f  Wr i t e r  
A group of protesters recently held vigil 
outside a Virginia prison to show their 
support for the execution of a convicted 
murderer. They grasped candles, sang and 
prayed that the executioners song be com­
pleted. They jeered a small group who had 
gathered to show their opposition to 
Capital punishment. And as the warden 
announced the successful neutralization of 
yet another hardened criminal, they 
cheered. Amen. 
The faces looked strangely familiar to 
me. I had seen these people somewhere 
before. Oh yes, it was at the abortion 
clinic protest just two weeks earlier. The 
man now standing with a mock corpse in 
his hand had been carrying a placard that 
read, "Let God Decide!" Let God decide, 
indeed. Given the opportunity, this man 
would have eagerly flipped the switch, 
ending what many would agree was a legi­
timate human life. Is capital punishment 
somehow less a murder than abortion? 
When they say "right to life," are there 
some unseen qualifications that define 
what life is? 
In what must be the greatest paradox of 
our time, those that rally the hardest 
against abortion, are the first to throw the 
rope over the proverbial, "sturdy oak 
branch." They proclaim morality in the 
name of God, and in His name they rid so­
ciety of its less desireahles. They are a 
pitiful bunch. 
For those individuals who feel society is 
better off without the convicted murderer, 
so be it. While I vehemently oppose their 
stand I respect their right to have it. I can­
not, however, respect an individual who 
preaches the Christian message while his 
hand is on the lever of the trap door. Nor 
can I respect anyone who finds some dis­
torted sense of pleasure when a prisoner is 
killed. If one chooses to don the execu­
tioner's hood, one should abandon any at­
tempt to justify the act in the name of 
Christ. 
It is a sad commentary on Christianity 
when the leaders of religious organizations 
pursue with such relish the further des­
truction of human life. Charles Black put 
it best when he said, "The justice of God 
may indeed ordain that some should die. 
The justice of man is always and alto­
gether insufficient for saying who those 
may be." 
The issue of capital punishment de­
mands our close examination. Can one 
honestly say the life of the unborn child 
and that of the convicted murderer are 
mutually exclusive? There is a basic moral 
inconsistency in that.. The vigil of cele­
bration should become one of opposition. 
The candles, the songs, and the prayers 
should be for the salvation of the prisoner 
not for the expedient and barbaric taking 
of his life. The cheers of retribution should 
be tears of regret. Amen. 
Reaction Sought For Student Cuts 
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President Reagan has proposed to Con­
gress some drastic reductions in Federal 
support for Higher Education. 
Students and parents should be aware 
that the proposals would not affect their 
eligiblity for aid until the Fall of 1986, so 
we do have time to act, opportunity to be 
heard and we can, we must, we shall make 
a difference. 
Under the proposal, Income Caps 
would be imposed on Program eligibility as 
follows: 
• Guaranteed Student Loans would be 
limited to students from families with ad­
justed gross incomes of less than $32,500. 
• Pell Grants, Supplemental Educa­
tional Opportunity Grants, Work Study, 
and National Direct Student Loans would 
be limited to students from families with 
adjusted gross incomes of less than 
$25,000. 
Additionally, a $4,000 Cap would be 
imposed on the total amount of Federal 
Funds which an individual student could 
receive in any one year. 
It is in everyone's best interest to sup­
port the goal of reducing the Nation's 
budget deficit. As a nation we cannot con­
tinue to operate in the red. 
We must, however, cut spending selec­
tively, making certain we are not creating 
more problems than we are solving, and 
we must constantly keep in mind the long-
term implications of drastic short-term 
solutions. 
Part of a President's job is to stimulate 
thought, to test public opinion, to en­
courage every segment of our society with 
a vested • interest in those proposals to 
react constructively with alternative pro­
posals. President Reagan has succeeded in 
doing all of those things. Had he not, 
perhaps nothing would ever have been 
done about the deficit. 
Now, it is our turn and our duty to re­
spond. 
The Higher Education Community is 
aroused. The proposed cuts are too drastic 
to be in the National best interest. 
We must convey that message to the 
President through our elected represen­
tatives in Washington. Remember the ax­
iom "The Administration Proposes, but 
Congress Disposes." 
The system works. It worked 3 years ago 
when the Guaranteed Student Loan 
System was threatened with massive cut­
backs. At that time, students, parents, 
educators, alumni, corporate and business 
CLASSIFIEDS 
PACIFIC REVIEW is  accepting submis­
sions of good short stories and poetry.  
Deadline is  March 15.  Send submissions 
to SDSU, English Department,  San 
Diego,  CA 92182.  
LOST: Gold ring with opal.  Near/in 
School of  Education? Please call  
291-2326.  
FOR RENT: Share home in Pt.  Loma 
with woman. Will  cook,  clean .  .  .  
reasonable rent,  good location,  near 
USD. Call  291-2326.  
CLASSIFIED ADS FOR SALE-$7.00 
per ad.  Contact Kathy in the VISTA of­
f ice.  
leaders concerned about the demise of 
higher education, all joined financial aid 
administrators in sounding the alarm. As 
a result, the GSL program was not deci­
mated. It did, however, undergo some 
needed reforms long advocated by Finan­
cial Aid Administrators which helped 
direct the loans to those most in need of 
the funds at the school of their choice. It 
also improved considerably the repayment 
record of borrowers in the program. 
That successful operation was per­
formed with a scalpel rather than a meat 
axe. That is the technique that is needed 
now. 
We must make our case. We must con­
vince Congress that: 
1. Everyone in the nation has a vested 
interest in Higher Education. Our future 
depends in large measure upon the ability 
of our educated leaders to keep us in the 
forefront in Science, Technology, 
Business, Art, Music, Literature, 
Medicine, Sociology, etc., etc., etc. 
2. An expenditure in Higher Education 
is one of the best investments a taxpayer 
can make. 
3. Education is the first and most im­
portant element of a strong National 
Defense. 
4. Significant economies can be 
achieved in Federal Financial Aid by bet­
ter means than the arbitrary income ceil­
ings now being proposed. Some of these 
means have already been suggested to the 
Department of Education. Some are al-
Snack Bar 
New Policies 
While in Serra Snack Bar the other day, 
my roommate and I approached the cash­
ier, arms full of food we figured would add 
up to $6.50, the allotment of dinner 
money when meal cards are combined. 
The cashier promptly informed us that 
combining meal cards was no longer 
allowed. I immediately thought it was 
some plot to deprive me of using up the 
full amount of money, but upon further 
investigation I learned the reason was 
much simpler: statistical purposes. A 
register count is needed of the people who 
go through the snack bar, and by combin­
ing meal cards an accurate count is not 
received. This count will be used for 
estimating the flow of people and food 
through the new cafeteria which will be 
located in the new Student Center by 
June, 1985. Innocent enough. 
But what about that extra 20 cents left 
over that won't buy anything on its own 
but will if combined with another 20 cents 
on someone else's card? A student super­
visor said that there's really not much to 
say about it. "It depends on what they (the 
students) choose to eat. Some can hit it 
right on the amount and others can't." 
Big People 
Programs 
USD's Community Services would like to 
know if there are students interested in 
the Big Brother and Big Sister programs of 
San Diego County. If so, plese leave your 
name in the ASB office. If there are 
enough students interested, an informa­
tional meeting will be set up at a later date. 
Anyone 21 or older can be a Big Brother 
or a Big Sister. All that is needed is a small 
amount of money and a few hours a week. 
The minimum commitment is 12 months. 
ready in place. They should be given a 
chance to work. 
HOW DO WE DO IT? 
During the weeks ahead, "Grassroots" 
responses to the proposals will be gener­
ated on campuses across the nation. 
Here at USD, the Associated Student 
Body Senate has expressed interest in 
organizing letter writing and petition sign­
ing campaigns. 
All of this must be done in a profes­
sional manner based on a thorough 
understanding of the issues. 
We will try to shed some light on these 
issues in items in the Vista and through 
the ASB Senate. We urge you and your 
parents to be prepared to respond to these 
"Legislative Alerts." 
REMEMBER: access and choice in high­
er education is important not only to you, 
but to your brothers and sisters and 
perhaps even your sons and daughters 
who will come after you. 
What is at stake here is not just a ques­
tion of money, but the preservation of a 
national philosophy of priorities. 
Together we can make a difference. 
Want To Improve 
Your GPA? 
Get a job! That's right—statistics show 
that students who work part-time do bet­
ter academically. Other advantages of 
having a job include: EXTRA CASH$$, 
enhancing your TIME MANAGE­
MENT SKILLS and developing HID­
DEN SKILLS/TALENTS. We will assist 
YOU in finding part-time employment. 
Don't wait! COME TO THE STU­
DENT EMPLOYMENT CENTER, 
SERRA HALL 317. 
Advertising Information? 
CALL 260-4714 
Phi Alpha Delta 
New Initiates 
Interested in law school, but don't know 
how to go about it? PHI ALPHA DELTA 
may be just what one needs to get started 
in the right direction. PAD is an inter­
national association of legal educators, law 
students and members of the Bar and 
Bench organized together to promote pro­
fessional competency and achievement 
within the legal profession. 
CONGRATULATIONS to the seven 
new members who were initiated into this 
highly reputable fraternal fellowship last 
Friday evening: Lisa C. Devore, Andy 
Hynes, Dominick Lane, Lisa V. Les-
perance, Maureen McDonald, Vincent 
O'Connor, and Kim Warburton. Among 
receiving other benefits, they have joined 
most importanty to have an informed 
decision for when the time comes to 
decide whether or not to pursue a career 
in the field of law. 
PAD is the leading legal fraternity with 
over 100,000 members worldwide. Present­
ly there are 164 law school chapters 
chartered in the US and abroad. USD is 
fortunate enough to have an under­
g r a d u a t e  P A D  p r o g r a m .  D e n n i s  
Chamberland, a USD Senior and Presi­
dent of PAD raves about PAD saying, 
"PAD is an elite undergraduate profes­
sional fraternity. It has enabled me to 
realize the many different aspects of law 
and the legal profession as well as develop 
the ability to communicate with many di­
verse personalities." With professor John 
S. Chambers as its moderator and people 
like Dennis Chamberland as President, 
this fraternity will indeed be an asset to 
anyone considering an occupation within 
the realm of our legal system. 
Poetry Contest 
1st Prize $50.00 
2nd Prize $35.00 
3rd Prize $25.00 
ENTRY DEADLINE MARCH 14 
Contest rules and information are available in the ASB Office. 
Sponsored by ASB Cultural Arts 
BE SOCIAL 
Join the Social Committee by 
leaving a note in the Social Box in ASB. 
Be involved with MBAC's, 
the Spring Ball at the Intercontinental, 
and the Surprise Event. 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE: 
• MBAC cup sales • choosing Hors do'oeuvres 
• Spring Ball check-in • helping with art work 
• cooking hamburgers • distrib. flyers & posters 
• serving Coca-Cola • taking pictures of events 
• set up at Spring Ball • publicity & support of 
events 
Campus Capsules 
THE BEST—SELLING MAGAZINES ON CAMPUS last year, according to Col­
lege Store Executive, were Cosmopolitan, Glamour, Vogue, Mademoiselle, 
Gentleman's Quarterly, Playboy, and Penthouse. 
RELIGION, SEX, AND ABORTION-RELATED questions were asked of Stan­
ford U. students interviewing for jobs with an investment bank. After students 
and university officials complained, the bank disavowed the questions and offered 
to re-interview the students. 
PEACE CORPS APPLICATIONS ARE UP nationwide and Peace Corps officials 
say the dramatic increase is inspired by the famine in Ethiopia. Although more 
than half of all Peace Corps volunteers are currently in Africa, none are in 
Ethiopia. A new corps program will send 600 new volunteers to Ethiopia this year. 
A BAN ON PORNOGRAPHIC FILMS at Michigan State U. has set two of the 
three largest student-run film companies on campus at odds with the MSU ad­
ministration. Student directors from both companies say they will sue if the ban is 
not lifted. 
ANTI-STUDENT BIASES WILL BE ILLEGAL in DeKalb, IL, home of Nor­
thern Illinois U., if the city council gives final approval to an ordinance which 
would add "matriculation" to a list of protest classes to prevent unemployment 
and discrimination against post-secondary students. 
UNSUNG HEROES were honored at Southern Illinois U.-Carbondale when stu­
dent organizations submitted essays on why their faculty adviser should be named 
Faculty Adviser of the Year. The Office of Student Development created the con­
test because the dedicated faculty advisers have not received the recognition they 
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deserve. 
Work Your Way 
To Europe 
"My summer work in London was the 
most satisfying experience of my life. Im­
mersed as part of the society, among the 
work force, facing the same problems of 
inflation and bureaucracy, one cannot 
help but come to understand how a cul­
ture, a people can differ—in attitudes, 
outlooks, and assumptions." 
This was the assessment of one student 
who participated in the Work Abroad 
Program sponsored by the Council on In­
ternational Educational Exchange (CIEE), 
the largest student travel organization in 
the United States. 
Now in its fifteenth year, the Work 
Abroad Program is the only one of its 
kind available in the U.S. It cuts through 
the red tape to help thousands of students 
obtain permission for temporary work in 
Britain, Ireland, France, New Zealand, 
and Germany. With the assistance of the 
Council's cooperating student organiza­
tions in each country and helpful pre-
departure material, participants discover 
that finding a job abroad is no more dif­
ficult than at home. 
Apart from a modest program fee of $72 
($80 for Germany), the only significant 
cost to the student is the airfare—and even 
that expense may be reduced by special 
student and youth fares available through 
any Council Travel office. 
" . . .  w o r k  a b r o a d  i s  a  t r e m e n d o u s  
learning experience; one is enriched with 
relationships with fellow workers and the 
adventure of supporting oneself," reported 
another student who worked in a Paris 
boutique. 
Although jobs found are primarily un­
skilled—in restaurants, stores and hotels-
—salaries generally more than cover the 
cost of room and board. Often partici­
pants save enough money out of their 
earnings to treat themselves to a vacation 
once they stop working. 
GV 
295-0202 
No Service Charge 
5103 LINDA VISTA ROAD 
next to Presidio Garden Center 
Question of the Week 
Who is your favorite 
professor, and why? 
Photographs by John Pentelei-Molnar 
Theresa Sullivan, Freshman/Undeclared 
"Dr. Fields, because his eccentricities 
are impossible." 
Jody Wrath, Soph./l.R. 
"Dr. Stoddard, because he doesn't take 
attendance." 
Mark Combs, Junior/I.R. 
"Dr. Gilbert, because I like his sarcasm." 
Jelaine Perry, Freshman/Liberal Arts 
"Dr. Williamson, because I like his ties." 
Steve Bell, Soph./Business Econ. 
"Prof. Adolf Coors, because he's given 
me true insight into achieving success in 
college." 
Kevin Aylward, Junior/Business Econ. 
"Dr. Kirk Yandell, because he tells us 
great jokes in class to keep us awake." 
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Gordon and Karon Luce flank the Easter Seals Poster Child. The 1985 Telethon will 
air March 30 and 31 cm Channel 8. 
Easter Seals Telethon 
Selects New Chairmen 
Long-time community leaders Gordon 
and Karon Luce have been named honor­
ary chairmen of the 1985 Easter Seal 
Telethon, which will air March 30 and 31 
on KFMB-TV, Channel 8. 
The Luces have long been active in civic 
affairs. Mrs. Luce is a Trustee of 
Children's Hospital &_ Health Center in 
San Diego, a position she has held since 
1979. She is also a former chairman of the 
Charity Ball, and has been an active 
member of the Children's Hospital Aux­
iliary. 
Mrs. Luce is Chairman of the San Diego 
Stadium Authority, and has been 
honored as a "Woman of Dedication" by 
the Salvation Army Women's Auxiliary 
in 1985. She received the "Spirit of Service 
Awards" from the Campfire Council of 
San Diego County in 1984. 
Mr. Luce is Chairman of the Board and 
Chief Executive Officer of Great 
American First Savings Bank. His com­
munity involvement includes serving as 
Vice Chairman of the San Diego Museum 
of Art, Vice President, San Diego 
Chamber of Commerce, and Chairman, 
Corporate Membership, of the San Diego 
Symphony. 
He has been named "Citizen of the 
Year" by the San Diego Junior Chamber 
of Commerce and The City Club, re­
ceived the Diogenes Award from the 
Public Relations Society of America in 
1980. and received the Distinguished 
Citizen Award from the Boy Scouts in 
1981. 
According to Mrs. Luce, the two are 
pleased to serve as co-chairmen of the 
Easter Seal Telethon because of the tre­
mendous service Easter Seals provides to 
the community. 
Mr. Luce stressed the high percentage of 
money donated which goes directly to 
local programs. 
"I think it is significant that 90 cents of 
every dollar donated to the Easter Seal 
Society of San Diego County stays here to 
benefit thousands of disabled residents an­
nually," Luce said. 
Mrs. Luce noted that the Easter Seal 
Society is second only to the federal 
government in providing rehabilitation 
programs to children and adults. 
"Easter Seals sponsors programs of great 
benefit both locally and nationally. I'm 
proud to be associated with such an 
outstanding organization," she said. 
The annual Easter Seal Telethon, to be 
carried on 135 stations throughout the 
country, will be hosted locally by Jerry G. 
Bishop of "SunUp San Diego," and Hank 
Bauer, coach for the San Diego Chargers. 
National hosts are Pat Boone and Donna 
Mills. 
Disabled children and adults in San 
Diego will benefit from the money raised. 
In addition to raising needed funds, a ma­
jor goal of the Telethon is to educate the 
viewing public regarding the needs of the 
handicapped, reach new people who can 
benefit from Easter Seals assistance, and 
recruit new volunteers, according to San 
Diego Easter Seal Director Sandra 
Schoenkopf. 
This money is being used to fund Easter 
Seal programs at Children's Hospital, 
sponsor a job placement program at Com­
munity Service Center for the Disabled, 
provide recreational programs for the han­
dicapped, and to purchase equipment 




Personal  Safe ty  
Thursday, March 21 
7:00 - 9:00 pm 
Manchester Auditorium 
» 
New Scholarship Offered 
Recently, the National Urban League 
announced the Dart and Kraft/Nul 
Scholarship and Intern Program for 
Minority Students. The program was 
formerly called Duracell/Nul Scholarship. 
Seven $10,000 major scholarships and five 
$1,000 stipends will be awarded to twelve 
students for the 1985-86 school year. This 
Scholarship and Intern Program is intend­
ed to assist and encourage outstanding 
minority students in completing their col­
lege education and to give these students 
practical exposure to employment oppor­
tunities within a large corporation. 
To be considered for the competition, 
an applicant must: 
• Be an undergraduate college or uni­
versity student who will be classified as a 
juniot ar the time of the award. 
• Rank within the top 25% of his or her 
class scholastically and continue to main­
tain such ranking. 
• Major in engineering, sales, 
marketing, manufacturing operations, 
finance or business administration. 
• Have a strong interest in summer 
employment with Duracell USA between 
his or her junior and senior years at a loca­
tion to be selected by the company. 
Applications and brochures available to 
qualified students in the Scholarship Of­
fice, Serra 320. All applications must be 
completed and returned to the San Diego 
Urban League Education Office by April 
15, 1985. 
A great new book from HUMANlnteractlon 
Subtle winning ways to tell someone they like you I 
How TO 
FLIRT MONDAY 
if you want a date for Friday 
Nothing attracts people to each other 
like certain subtle signals. YOU can 
learn what they are and how to use 
them with CONFIDENCE to make some­
one feel you're special. Benefit as 
you enjoy reading of the first-hand 
experiences of others, like yourself, 
itrying to attract someone they like. 
JNo, you don't have to be beautiful, 
•wealthy, popular or unique in any way 
•....these tested winning ways do work 
•for everyone willing co try them. 
We know how you feel about first encounters. Maybe you 
are afraid to approach someone — scared you will be 
rejected, or worse yet, laughed at or put down. Per­
haps you're missing your chance to meet someone that 
you find interesting because you don't know the right 
way to go about it. Worry no more. 
"HOW TO FLIRT ON MONDAY" was written especially 
for you to overcome these fears and to give you 
new self-assurance. Discover how to make shyness 
work for you. Know why "acting out of character" 
is always the wrong thing to do. Learn how to use 
the "verbal handshake" technique plus many more 
subtle approach ideas you have yet to think of. 
Read how a mere glance, scent or smile can ignite 
a relationship and be sure 
that you're using them the 
right way.(You'll know you 
know how!) Chapters also 
uncover many sensitive areas 
no one ever tells you about 
but we tell it like it is.... 
with humor and warmth. If ever 
you've wanted someone you like 
to "want to" know you then 
this book is a must! You won't 
put it down til it's finished. 
I "Hi!" 
I Box 1091, Shalimar, KL 32579 
Please send a copy of HOW TO FLIRT ON MONDAY in a 
plain envelope.(great gift item!) My payment of 
$9.95 (plus $1.05 postage and handling) is en­
closed. 1 may return the book anytime within ten 
days of delivery for a full refund. Check enclosed 
- IT I rrrr_RRI I I I I •  PHtdSt- < h.mjr U» Master (did 
Exp date I 
I 
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"Night in Atlantic City" converted the cafeteria in Camino to a casino and dance hall 
for the sixth consecutive year last Saturday night. Gambling commenced at 9 pm and end­
ed at midnight with a raffle for those who won enough chips to trade in for raffle tickets. 
A television, gift certificates, dinners and other prizes were awarded to winners. 
The weather altered plans to hold dancing on the patio, but according to chairman Bob 
Pascual, "Although the event was held indoors, there were a lot of positive comments on 
the casino." The event was sponsored by Phi Kappa Theta and ASB with assistance from 
Alpha Delta Pi and Zeta Tau Alpha. The 1920's flair and implementation of new ideas 
helped make this event a success, run smoothly and effectively, according to Pascual. 
"We're ready for number seven with new plans," Pascual added. 




Q Total Club experience 




Three donee floors 
Phenomenal videos 
^ THURSDAV: CASHA1 DANCERS^ 
SUNDflVS: V DANCE 
MARCH 31st - KS-103-OH! 6XPR6SS 
Open Thurs. thru Sun. 9:00 P.M. (Last Call: 5:00 R.M.) 
Paseo de los Heroes 50, Tijuana (One mile from the Border) Info: (619)421 -2036 
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Health Care Conference 
International Exchange Program 
Offers Service Opportunities 
Dr. Maryann Fralic, senior vice presi­
dent for nursing at Middlesex General-
Community Hospital in New Brunswick, 
New Jersey will be the keynote speaker at a 
national conference on "The Economics 
of Health Care: Challenges and Impera­
tives for Nursing," sponsored by the 
University of San Diego's Philip Y. Hahn 
School of Nursing on March 28 and 29. 
The conference will commemorate the 
10th anniversary of the school's founding. 
The public is invited to attend thf con­
ference. 
"The economics of health, care is the 
most critical health care issue facing the 
United States today," said Dr. Janet Har­
rison, assistant professor of nursing, who 
will moderate the conference. "This con­
ference will clearly identify the many prob­
lems facing health care within a con­
strained economic environment." Among 
the topics to be addressed by national ex­
perts are the factors reshaping health care 
in the United States today, the effect of 
economic constraints on the nursing pro­
fession, the future of hospitals, and health 
care policy issues affecting the aged. 
Dr. Fralic will address the conference at 
9:20 a.m. on March 28 on "Responding to 
the Challenge of Health Care Economics: 
A Message for Nurse Executives." 
The schedule of other guest speakers in­
cludes: 
March 28 
10:45 a.m. "The Future of Hospitals: 
Trends and Strategies," 
Dean M. Crowder, chief ex­
ecutive officer, San Diego 
Hospital Association (The 
Sharp Hospitals). 
1:30 p.m. "Ripple Effect of Prospective 
Payment on Home Health­
care", Kaye Daniels, presi­
dent, Hospital Home Health 
Care Agency of California 
2:30 p.m. "Employer Demands for Ef­
fective Health Care," 
Christine Brown, coor­
dinator of health promotion 
and business services, 
Scripps Memorial Corpora­
tion 
3:50 p.m. "Ethical Decision Making in 
a Constrained Economic 
Environment: A Message 
for Nurse Executives," Dr. 
Sara T. Fry, assistant pro­
fessor of nursing, University 
of Virginia, Charlottesville 
March 29 
10:20 a.m. "Policy Issues in Healthcare 
Financing and Service 
Delivery for the Aged," Dr. 
Charlene A. Harrington, 
assistant professor of family 
health care nursing; 
associate director of the Ag­
ing Health Policy Center, 
University of California, 
San Francisco 
11:20 a.m. Reaction Panel: "Nursing 
Imperatives for 1985 and 
Beyond," Sharon Burt, pro­
gram director, Scripps 
Memorial HomeCare; Mary 
Louise Braney, vice presi­
dent for patient services, 
Children's Hospital and 
Health Center; Dr. Mary 
Ann Hautman, assistant 
professor of nursing, 
University of San Diego; 
Dianne Niemeier, assistant 
director of patient care ser­
vices, University of Califor­
nia Medical Center 
12:20 p.m. "Conference Summary and 
Evaluation," Dr. Janet Har­
rison, assistant professor of 
nursing, University of San 
Diego 
Registered nurses attending the con­
ference will earn nine continuing educa­
tion credits from USD. Registration fee is 
$120 per person. Those interested in at­
tending the conference should contact the 
Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing, (619) 
260-4548. 
For additional information, contact Dr. 
Janet Harrison, 260-4548. 
The Council on International Educa­
tional Exchange (CIEE), the largest stu­
dent travel organization in the U.S., is of­
fering young adults the opportunity to 
work overseas this summer as volunteers 
on service projects aimed at helping local 
communities. Free room and board help 
to keep participation costs minimal. 
"It met and surpassed all my expecta­
tions," was the reaction of one participant 
in last year's program. Although work 
camps have been operating in many parts 
of the world for more than 30 years, they 
are still a relatively new concept in the 
United States. They attract young people 
from all over the world, providing them 
with the chance to live and work together 
on a wide range of projects. 
"We had no plumbing or electricity and 
slept in a barn, but I think that made us 
better as a group because we really had to 
work together and help each other," 
reported a volunteer who helped convert 
an old barn into a community room in 
Denmark. 
Other projects included garden work 
and restoration at a castle in Veltrusy, 
Czechoslovakia; housecleaning at the 
Technical Institute at Gdansk, Poland; 
and rebuilding seawalls on an island in 
Germany. 
Except for a modest program fee of $100, 
there is no cost other than the air­
fare—and even that expense may be re­
duced by special student and youth fares 
available through any Council Travel of­
fice. 
Work camps, usually two, three or four 
weeks in duration, are available in Cze­
choslovakia, Denmark, France, Germany, 
Poland, Spain, and Canada. A working 
knowledge of German is recommended for 
placements in Germany; language require­
ments apply in France and Spain. Volun­
teers need not be students but must be at 
least 18 years old (except in Germany, 
which accepts 16-year-olds). Application 
deadline is May 1, 1985. 
For more information about the pro­
gram, write or phone: CIEE, PR-IWC, 205 
East 42nd Street, New York, NY 10017, 
(212) 661-1414; or 312 Sutter Street, San 
Francisco, CA 94108, (415) 421-3473. 
Opportunity Is Offered 
To Explore Journalism 
WASHINGTON, D.C.-For college 
students interested in a journalistic career, 
the 1985 Institute on Political Journalism 
offers a unique opportunity to explore 
Washington journalism first hand. The 
program will be held for six weeks, June 
8-July 20 at Georgetown University in 
Washington, D.C. 
"This is a challenging academic and in­
ternship program for undergraduates in­
tent on a career in journalism," said Direc­
tor Lee Edwards. "It offers a way for high-
caliber students to gain experience in the 
media while studying areas often neglected 
in a typical academic program." 
Besides taking courses at Georgetown 
University in Economics in Public Policy 
and in Ethics and the Media, the 50 
undergraduates chosen to participate will 
intern each weekday afternoon in the 
Washington offices of major news media. 
Outlets will include daily newspaper, wire 
services, magazines, television or radio sta­
tions and networks. 
YOU CAN LEARN TOMORROW'S 
TECHNOLOGIES IN TODAY'S NAVY 
T o m o r r o w ' s  t e c h n o l o g i e s ,  t o m o r r o w ' s  c a r e e r s  a r e  w a i t i n g  f o r  y o u  r i g h t  n o w  i n  t h e  
N a v y .  S o p h i s t i c a t e d  t e c h n i c a l  f i e l d s  l i k e  c o m p u t e r s ,  e l e c t r o n i c s ,  c o m m u n i c a t i o n s  a n d  
e n g i n e e r i n g .  I f  y o u ' v e  g o t  s o l i d  t r a i n i n g  i n  t h e s e  a r e a s ,  y o u  c a n  h a v e  a  s o l i d  f u t u r e .  
A n d  t h e r e ' s  n o  b e t t e r  p l a c e  t o  g e t  s o l i d  t r a i n i n g  i n  t h e s e  t e c h n o l o g i e s  t h a n  i n  t o d a y ' s  
N a v y .  I f  y o u  q u a l i f y ,  y o u  c a n  s i g n  u p  f o r  g u a r a n t e e d  t r a i n i n g  i n  t h e  f i e l d  o f  y o u r  c h o i c e ,  
a n d  s t a r t  a f t e r  y o u  g r a d u a t e .  
T h e  s k i l l s  y o u ' l l  l e a r n  w i l l  l a s t  a  l i f e t i m e .  T h e  p l a c e s  y o u  c a n  v i s i t ,  y o u ' l l  r e m e m b e r  f o r  
t h e  r e s t  o f  y o u r  l i f e .  
T o  f i n d  o u t  m o r e ,  c a l l  y o u r  l o c a l  N a v y  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e :  
Toll-free 1-800-222-6289, Monday-Wednesday, 8 am - 4 pm 
NAVY. 
IT'S NOT JUST A JOB-IT'S AN ADVENTURE. 
& MasterCard Credit Cards ?- CREDITGETTER,BOXl 091,SHALIMAR,FL 325 79 | 
Now YOU can have two of Che moat recognized and accepted 
credit carda In the world.. .VISA® and Kaatercard<g) credit 
carda "In your name" EVEN IP YOU ARE NEW IN CREDIT or 
HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE I 
VISA® and MasterCard^ the 
credit carda you deaerve and need for * ID * BOOKS 
* DEPARTMENT STORES • TUITION • ENTERTAINMENT 
• EMERGENCY CASH » TICKETS » RESTAURANTS 
• HOTELS i MOTELS * GAS * CAR RENTALS * REPAIRS 
• AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING I 
Thla l a  the credit card progran you've been.hearing 
about on national television and radio as well as 
in nagazlnes and newspapers coast to coast. 
Hurry....f111 out thla card today.... 
Your credit cards are waltlngl 
.'YES! I want VISA^MasterCardjjcredit j 
|cards. Enclosed find $15 which is 100% | 
B refundable if not approved immediately 
I I 
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Entertainment 
Son of the Return of the Bride of LP RapTJps 
By Gabe Martinez 
Staf f  Wri ter  
and Arian Collins 
Enter ta inment  Edi tor  
THUNDER SEVEN, the latest venture by 
the Canadian based group Triumph, is an 
album which should appeal to the ears of 
many rock and roll fans. 
The album, spearheaded by hits such as 
"Spellbound" and "Follow Your Heart," is 
true to Triumph's style of "progressive 
rock" music. In the words of guitarist 
vocalist Rik Emmett, "We try to get some 
type of message across, but basically we 
just try and play good 'ol rock and roll." 
The "message" attempt is evident in the 
themes which run throughout the album. 
Most apparent is the theme of time, which 
is visible in "Time Goes By," "Killing 
Time," and "Time Canon." In these 
songs, Rik, percussionist Gil Moore and 
bassist Mike Levine musically present the 
sorrows of lives which have not been lived 
to the fullest, lives whose time is simply 
wasted away. 
Every bit as important as the theme of 
time, however, is the "good 'ol rock and 
roll" part of Triumph's music. This can be 
seen in "Spellbound," the ballad of a man 
mesmerized by a golden-haired woman; 
"Rock Out, Roll On," a song about the 
"burning desire" sparked by music; and 
"Cool Down," where the "white-hot 
world" of a woman's love becomes too 
much for a man. 
Music-wise, Triumph continues their 
high standard of playing, a standard set by 
their earlier albums Allied Forces and Never 
Surrender. In addition to providing a hard, 
steady beat, Gil Moore has some very in­
tricate drum work to offer, in addition to 
lead and backup vocals. Mike Levine sup­
ports each song with the bass and syn­
thesizer. Rik Emmett continues his pro­
wess as one of Canada's premiere guitar 
players, covering everything from softer 
acoustic sounds on "Cool Down" and the 
instrumental "Little Boy Blues" to the 
harder, fast-paced hard rock style on 
"Time Goes By" and "Spellbound." 
Everything considered, THUNDER 
SEVEN is an album which will satisfy rock 
fans everywhere. Rating: A —G.M. 
* * * 
VITAL SIGNS is the newest album by 
Survivor. Coming off their past successes, 
which includes their hit single "The Eye of 
the Tiger" (which became the theme song 
for Rocky III and Pro Wrestling Cham­
pion Hulk Hogan), this Los Angeles group 
takes aim at sure-win subjects; love and 
romance. 
Spurred on by lead singer Jim Jamison's 
clear, precise vocals and Frankie Sullivan's 
emotive guitar work, Survivor proves very 
adept at sparking the emotions of the 
listener, and instilling a mood to corres­
pond with the storyline of each song. The 
joys and highs of new-found love are 
highlighted in the album's biggest hits, the 
melodic "I Can't Hold Back" and the 
upbeat "High On You." These songs use a 
steady beat and clear, concise guitars and 
synthesizer to instill the "feeling" of each 
song. 
Continuing the journey through the ro­
mantic world, Survivor sings about remin­
iscing of love in "First Night," a song 
which incorporates Jim Peterik's keyboard 
playing. The keyboards provide a soft con­
trast to the more assertive sounds of Sul­
livan's guitars and Marc Doubray's drums. 
This contrast is again evident in "The 
Search Is Over," a slower song about the 
seemingly never-ending search for love 
drawing to a close. Guest appearing on 
this song to play synthesizers and sing 
backup vocals is ex-J. Geils Band member 
Peter Wolf. 
Finally, no look at romance would be 
complete without a look into the pains 
and distrusts of love gone sour. In "Bro­
ken Promises," this side of romance is the 
subject. As the entire album, Jimi Jame­
son's vocals fit the tone of the song 
perfectly, echoing the despair of a lonely 
heart in every chorus; 
"Is it written in stone that we wind up 
alone?" It is this ability of the group as a 
whole to spark the emotions of the listener 
Triumph, the power trio from Canada 
which make VITAL SIGNS a success. 
Rating: A —G.M. 
* * * 
Martin Briley had a hit last year with 
the popular song and video "Salt in My 
Tears." His new LP Dangerous Moments is 
proof that his strength is in his satirical 
lyrics and happy-go-lucky rhythms. "It 
Shouldn't Have to Hurt That Much," 
"Before the Party Ends," and "School for 
Dogs" are further examples of this type of 
song writing that is found on Briley's new 
album. 
(Continued on Page 12) 
U2 is Great No Matter Where They Play 
By Chris Toward 
Staf f  Wri ter  
Music as an art form has always in­
volved a great deal of emotion. Today, 
though, it is a problem distinguishing 
which music makers are genuine in their 
emotion. The Irish band U2 does not 
have such a problem. 
To date, the band has completed five 
albums, the latest of which is entitled The 
Unforgettable Fire. U2 demonstrates their 
genuine concern for their music and the 
non-partisan peace message that their 
music contains. They enjoy the life that 
God has given them and the music they 
create is meant to stir their audiences to 
share in this venture. It was my pleasure to 
witness a performance of this unique 
quartet on March 1st in Phoenix. 1 had 
seen them once before at the 1983 US 
Festival. 
At the US Festival they were incredible. 
I had never seen anyone perform with the 
pure energy that they possessed. This 
hasn't changed. Lead singer Bono 
demonstrates his own fascination with the 
band's music by losing himself in each 
song. Each song holds a special meaning 
to him and he conveys his intensity to the 
audience. The result is a body of thou­
sands of people unified in the emotion of 
the moment. He realizes that he holds a 
command over the crowd and utilizes 
their spirit to entertain them. 
Guitarist The Edge intensifies the use of 
the band's potent musical formula. Pete 
Townsend of The Who once said of The 
Edge, "When I heard him play, I wanted 
to quit." He makes an ordinary guitar sing 
and gives it a storytelling ability that 
mingles freely with the band's other com­
ponents. 
He provides the basis upon which Bono 
can build the audience into a frenzy and 
then bring them back down to a calm, 
thoughtful state. 
During the Phoenix performance, U2 
opened with their classic "I Will Follow" 
and followed with several other well-
known songs like "New Year's Day," 
"Pride," "Sunday Bloody Sunday" and an 
excellent adaptation of Bob Dylan's 
"Knockin' On Heaven's Door." During 
these and other overtly captivating songs 
bass guitarist Adam Clayton and dummer 
Larry Mullen Jr. provide the rhythm that 
allows the crowd to dance as well as sing 
lyrics that are meant to be understood and 
considered. 
As U2 left the stage before their first en­
core, The Edge displayed another facet of 
his musical talent. He performed a piano 
solo of the title song from U2's second 
album, October. This set the stage for the 
playing of "New Year's Day" and the se­
cond playing of "Pride (In the Name of 
Love)." Finally U2 closed the evening with 
their traditional live rendition of 40. Dur­
ing the song each band member com­
pleted his part of the song and left the 
stage, eventually leaving just Larry Mullen 
the drummer playing for an audience that 
supplied the vocals in place of the absent 
Bono. In the end, the 20,600 people in at­
tendance had become as much a part of 
the band as the four young Irishmen 
themselves. 
The excellence that U2 has established 
on their albums through producers Steve 
Lillywhite and more recently Brian Emo 
has been reinforced by the live experience 
that they provide for their followers. U2 
followers now have two pieces of evidence 
to present in boasting about the group 
that Rolling Stone magazine called the band 
of the 80's. My rating for the US Festival 
performance is a certain A + . However, 
the performance in Phoenix seemed slight­
ly shorter than I felt was expected. Perhaps 
this w.s due to the fact that they were 
planning to play three dates in Los 
Angeles over the next three days. I hardly 
feel that this provided them with the ex­
cuse to not perform up to the standard 
that they themselves have created. My 
rating for the Phoenix performance is a 
B + /A-. 
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More Son of Return of Bride of LP Rap-Ups 
(Continued from Paee 11 ) 
Tunes such as "Dirty Windows," 
"Think of Me," and the title track are 
more romantic, but don't seem to work as 
well. The lyrics become more serious and 
fall into predictable pop. 
Briley has the potential of becoming Bri­
tain's answer to Randy Newman. 
Dangerous Moments isn't going to put him 
in that exclusive club, but his future looks 
good for it is certain that he will discover 
what his true strengths are as a song 
writer. Rating: C + . —A.C. 
* * * 
Looks Like Trouble is the third album by 
Danny Spanos, former drummer for Sly 
and the Family Stone. Though Sly Stone 
liked to fuse funk and pop, Spanos seems 
to have slid by without much of Stone's 
influence put upon him. Spanos is a 
rocker; much in the same mold as Rod 
Stewart. Both Spanos and Stewart have 
similar voices and their taste in music 
seems to be uncontradictory. 
However, unlike a year and a half ago 
when Spanos had a small hit with "Hot 
Cherie," Spanos has yet to gain a hit song 
off Looks Like Trouble. The potential is 
definitely there. "I'd Lie to You for Your 
Love," "Change of Heart," "Good Girl," 
and the title track are all good rock and 
roll tuneS that would suit the airwaves, 
but something is missing from the album 
as a whole. The songs have a myriad of 
writers and because of the different styles 
of songs, the LP lacks any clear direction. 
The final two songs on the album ("Looks 
Like Trouble" and "Good Girl") begin 
with heavy metal-type riffs (these two 
songs are also the only ones that Danny 
Spanos cowrote). Other songs are ballads. 
' Others are just plain rock. Diversity is 
great, but nothing fits here. 
Perhaps the best solution would be to 
get a new producer that could handle a 
Spanos album with more care. Spanos 
and his band mates should write more of 
the songs. They seem to have the ability 
and it's certain that the band would be a 
lot more comfortable with the tunes. 
Rating: C. —A.C. 
* * * 
It's great to see someone making pop-
funk that isn't from the Prince school of 
music or has the last name of Jackson. 
Teena Marie: she's short, wears a ring in 
her nose, looks white (but may be part 
black), and has either written or cowritten 
all nine of the songs on her new LP Star-
child. She also arranged and produced the 
album. Certainly, she's talented, and the 
hit single "Lovergirl" proves that she's got 
what it takes to make it big. 
The big surprise is that the album hasn't 
generated any more mega-hits. The reason 
is that the rest of the album is fairly lack­
luster. More funk-dance-pop-stuff. This 
kind of music is getting old real quick, but 
we're bound to see many more new per­
formers of this genre before the music 
companies have milked the trend dry. 
Rating: C. —A.C. 
* * * 
A "best of' compilation of Moody Blues 
songs is now out titled Voices in the Sky. 
There is already a better compilation 
album out called This is the Moody Blues. 
So why is there another? If this were a 
follow up to that LP it would be under­
standable. But Voices in the Sky is not. It 
includes many of the songs on the 
previous compilation. This is obviously a 
cash-in plan. The Beatles, Elvis, Rolling 
Stones, and many others have already 
been taken advantage of this way by their 
record companies. There must be some 
way of avoiding this. This is a waste of 
vinyl and should never have been put out. 
Most of the Moody Blues albums were 
concept albums that shouldn't be cut up 
into a fragmented "best of' collection in 
the first place. Most compilation albums 
such as the Beatles' Reel Music, Love Songs, 
Rock & Roll Music-, the Who's Hooligans; 
and the Rolling Stones' Sucking in the 
Seventies are insulting. Rating: D. 
* * * 
Lloyd Cole and the Commotions' Rat­
tlesnakes LP is a likable romp with jangly 
guitars and decent voices and songwriting. 
It's fun in a non-substance sort of way. 
Rating: B-. —A.C. 
* * * 
Chris Isaak looks a lot like Elvis Presley 
on the cover of his new album Silvertone. 
This is not by accident. Elvis is obviously a 
major influence on Isaak. Most of the 
songs- like "Dancin' " have a haunting 
Lloyd Cole, singer for the Commotions. 
sound. Very much in the same vein as 
Presley's "Heartbreak Hotel." However, 
Isaak's voice is more controlled than the 
young Elvis'. Rating: C +. —A.C. 
Norman Nardini and the Tigers think 
they're Bruce Springsteen and the E Street 
Band. But to be in the same league the 
group needs songs that are good. This 
band does not. The band needs to sound 
inspired. This band is not. This band 
needs to be good, and guess what? It's not. 








A presentation by Fr. McKay, Fr. Krouse, and 
Prof. Whitcomb on the changes in the chapel. 
Sunday, March 10th 
(after 7:00 pm Mass) 
8:15 pm 
In the chapel, around the altar. 
If you are wondering what's going on and are in­
terested in learning about the changes and talking 
it over, please attend. 
OPEN DISCUSSION 
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Entertainment 
The Reason George is Thoroughly Good 
By John Blair 
Guest Writer 
Maverick. Look up the word in your 
handy dandy pocket rock-'n'-roll diction­
ary. It will say one thing, and one thing 
only. George Thorogood and the Dela­
ware Destroyers. 
America's most underrated group per­
formed in "California's most underrated 
city" to an "exuberant" crowd gathered at 
UCSD's gym last Monday night. The 
world's original five-man trio put on a 
show that will long be on the lips of those 
attending. There are few performers who 
could equal the intensity of Thorogood's 
mix of classic rhythm 'n' blues with that 
old time rock-'n'-roll. Suffice it to say it 
was not a concert for Barry Manilow fans. 
(My apologies to the Destroyers for the 
comparison.) 
The band did not incite the crowd, it 
raised their spirits with dueling solos by 
both lead guitar and heavy saxophone. 
The band exploded on stage and gained 
momentum as the evening progressed. 
Backstage after the concert, Thorogood 
commented, "We were greased to please," 
after an excited fan complemented him on 
the performance. Please the crowd is what 
the Destroyers did, leaving the fans ex­
hausted and chanting for his return. 
Thorogood came back out on stage to 
shake hands with his fans after the latest 
of his excellent sets on tour. 
After the audience shook the gym­
nasium with screams and applause, Thor­
ogood shouted that he hoped "this would 
be the beginning of a beautiful relation­
ship" with his fans in San Diego. Let's 
hope the Destroyers return soon to the ci­
ty that many groups don't consider wor­
thy of their appearance. 
This tour is promoting the Destroyers' 
latest LP, Maverick, which is now receiv­
ing airplay on San Diego's rock-'n'-roll sta­
tion, KGB-FM. They performed several 
new cuts, such as "I Drink Alone," and 
"Gearjammer," both paradigms of the 
music for which the Destroyers are begin­
ning to get recognition. 
Also included in the over two-hour set 
were earlier classics such as "Madison 
Blues," "Move It On Over," "Who Do 
You Love?" and the anthem of the hard 
luck driver, "One Bourbon, One Scotch, 
And One Beer." 
Surprising most "closet" Thorogood 
fans were a pair of ballads he dedicated to 
the "lovely young girls" in the audience. 
Up until now, I had hesitated in com­
pleting my collection of Thorogood al­
bums for lack of funds, but I now realize 
no expense is too great. For those of you 
who have followed them since "Bottom Of 
The Sea" graced the air waves, you under­
stand what I am talking about. 
For those that don't, I offer a com­
parative analogy. Consider the gene spli­
cing of Chuck Berry and Bruce Spring­
Casual. Comfortable. 
Californian. 
Precision style cuts for women $13 (reg. S18) 
Precision style cuts for men $10 (reg S15) 
Directional perms $25 (reg S40) 
Sculptured nails (full set) $18 (reg S40) 
Manicure & pedicure $15 (reg $28) 
Cellophane $15 (reg S25) 
Aroma therapy facial & body treatment $40 (reg $55) 
1/2 Leg wax special $12 (reg $15) 
Specialists In black hair 
Specials good with ad with selected stylists throuah March 14, 1985 
ELLAS HAIR DESIGN 
A FULL SERVICE SALON 
7608 Linda Vista Rd (Mesa College Drive & 163) 268-3865 
New salon (formerly Is Jolla Cutting Co.) 737 F"earl St. La Jolla 456-1170 
steen with a cigar and an ice-cold 
Budweiser and you have George Thor­
ogood. Along with the consummate per­
formance of the Delaware Destroyers, 
George moved the crowd at a frenzied 
pace. Alternating between music styles 
and guitars, it was worth what 1 consider 
an exosbitant ticket price to be two feet 
from a future legend in the annals of rock 
history. 
After the concert, George came back­
stage and signed autographs before being 
whisked away by security. Not to miss an 
obvious pun, the concert was "thoroughly 
good," and classic entertainment. 'Nuff 
said. 
Let's Party!! 
By the Unknown Party Animal 
Buncha People Get Drunk Party-
While USDers were trying to win 
back their tuition at Casino Night, 
there was a party goin' on. It was in 
Linda Vista and most of the people 
were from this here school. Alpha 
Kappa Psi should have shown up to 
get back at Phi Kappa Theta, but then 
again they're just Greeks. 
But getting back to the party at 
hand, this was fun. There were two 
kegs and wine and chips and salsa 
that melted the bowl it was in. There 
were law school students, Vista-type 
people and others of various back­
grounds. There was a band, that did 
Chuck Berry stuff mostly, that 
belonged in the garage. Not that they 
were bad, just a garage band. 
Interestingly enough, in the main 
part of the house the stereo was 
blasting Mick Jagger and competing 
quite well with the band. Unless of 
course you were in the garage. The 
band was uncompromising in the fact 
that they refused to do some of the 
suggestions such as Iron Butterfly's 
"Inna Gadda Da Vida" and the 
Green Acres theme. 
It should be mentioned that the 
true name of this party was Torture 
Party. The torture part came when 
they set the keg outside in the below-
freezing weather. The vino was a nice 
change of pace. So was the upside 
down poster of Michael Jackson on 
the outside of the front door. 
The only true problem was that 
there were more men than women. 
No doubt the problem revolved 
around that sinful gambling taking 
place in Alcala Park. 
Well, as of yet, I have no parties to 
go to this coming weekend. So have 
pity on me and inform someone at the 
Vista office that there is a party for me 
and that I shouldn't fret. Give some 
vague directions like street address 
("There's a party in Ramona!" won't 
do) and I (the animal of parties) will 
be there to give it an unbiased anj 
nearly professional review. Happy 
partying, pilgrims! 
Response—Continued From Page 4 
social efforts. It's no wonder our political 
ideologies have been scrambled by educa­
tion; things are not always what they ap­
pear to be at first glance. 
Here's to you, Tim! What's wrong with 
being a conservative with a liberal heart? 
What's wrong with having enough con­
fidence in the innate goodness of humani­
ty that, divorced from the compulsion of 
the federal government, we can provide 
social support for ourselves and each other 
in our private communities? What poor 
person wouldn't prefer a home-cooked 
meal delivered by a fellow parish member 
along with a warm smile and a compas­
sionate hug to a cold "meals on wheels" 
delivered by an exhausted government 
bread alone." 
It is time that we reignite the spark on 
which our country established its founda­
tion. Two hundred years and billion-- of 
soldier's lives have gone into creating a 
country run through the people, by the 
people and for the people. Have we given 
up faith in ourselves? Are we willing to cop 
out and give up two hundred years of 
abundantly fruitful work in order to 
regress to socialization? I can imagine 
American soldiers turning over in their 
graves and shedding tears! I suggest that 
we disregard our political ideologies and 
ask not what our government can do for 
the poor, sick, and needy, but what we 
ourselves can do for our poor, our sick. 
employee? After all, "man does not live on and needy. 
PUT US TO THE TEST! 
LSAT-GMAT-GRE 
MCAT•DAT 





• Permanent Centers open days, 
evenings, weekends. 
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE" 
tacilities. 
• Skilled instructors and 
dedicated, full-time staff. 
• Homestudy materials constantly 
updated by Research Experts. 
• Low Hourly Cost. 
• Transfer privileges to over 
120 locations. 
NATIONAL MED BOARDS 
MSKP - FMGEMS 
FLEX • NOB • NPB t— 
NCB - NCLEX-RN 
CGFNS- CPA 
SPEED READING 
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Off-Beat  
Soaps would be better if Fred were there 
FRED FLINTSTONE portrayed by 
Lorenzo Lamas in THE FLINT-
STONES GO SOAP 
By Lisa V. Lesperance 
Staf f  Wr i t e r  
What's your favorite television soap 
opera? Dynasty? General Hospital? Falcon 
Crest? As we fill the time of our empty 
days and glorious nights with these 
popular soaps and series, there indeed 
seems to be something lacking. Besides the 
monotonous seconds spent cramming for 
the next day's exam during boring com­
mercial breaks, 1 find these shows to be 
somewhat tedious within themselves. I 
mean, how many times can Alexis threat­
en Blake Carrington? Will Luke and Laura 
ever show up again? Who does Lance real­
ly love? Who will get together next? And 
so on and so on . . . 
What character is suddenly going to 
develop terminal cancer with a side case of 
sickel-cell anemia only to find that she is 
also pregnant with the milkman's baby? 
Do not get me wrong. I myself need a 
forty-eight hour day in order to satisfy my 
"soap addiction." However, I am getting 
quite annoyed with the same people and a 
trend of similar plots. Parker Brothers 
should invent a new game, PREDICT 
WHAT HAPPENS NEXT-it would truly 
surpass the sales of the omnipresent 
TRIVIAL PURSUIT. 
I have a solution that will surely have 
the major television networks in a massive 
tug-of-war to get their hands on. Let's take 
the all-famous and ever-popular FLINT-
STONES cartoon series and turn it soap. 
To catch the lead roles we must of 
course, have a leading couple: FRED 
FLINTSTONE played by look-alike 
Lorenzo Lamas of Falcon Crest; and wrap­
ping her bouffant in a chicken bone, Joan 
Collins portraying lovely leading lady, 
WILMA FLINTSTONE. Pebble-ey-poo 
grows up and has an affair with the boy 
next door, Bam-Bam. Dino, who in my 
book can put away Lassie and Toto with a 
bark, runs away for lack of Alpo. 
Wilma and Betty (played by Morgan 
Brittany) have a dream to become big 
movie stars, thus persuade Fred and 
Barney (featuring Danny DeVito) to move 
to Hollywood. There, a well-known Holly­
wood director, Mr. Slate falls in lust with 
Wilma. Wilma wants nothing to do with 
this savage beast for she loves Fred so. Bet­
ty and Wilma star in a hit mini-series, 
"BEDROCK WIVES." 
Meanwhile . . . Guest star, Scooby Doo 
comes on the cast and falls in love with 
r u n a w a y  D i n o  a n d ,  w e l l  . . . .  
Tune in next week . . . same Bedrock 
time, same Bedrock place . . . same 
Bedrock channel. 
Cap Wars: fight for the tops 
By Scott Stevens 
Associate Editor 
Fffffft . . . Ouch!! A small metal disc re­
bounded from my skull and sailed quickly 
out of reach. "Gotcha! He He He." Came 
the nausiatingly gloating sound of my 
roommate's voice. No further evidence 
was needed, 1 came to the correct conclu­
sion almost immediately . . . the cap wars 
had revived. 
Within no time, the light from our flour-
escent ceiling fixture was darkened by the 
shadows of thousands of small bottle caps 
sailing in fixed directions at high velocity. 
"That's okay, 1 prefer to fight in the 
shade," I remarked, retrieving my arsenal 
from under my pillow, and diving behind 
my desk for cover. Zing! Zip! Caps to left, 
caps to the right, all of a sudden I knew 
how Custer felt at Little Bighorn, 
thoughts of Waterloo filled my mind, my 
two roommates had teamed up against 
Final Musings 
Death, though common, is not a casual 
thing. People are touched by death, they 
are moved to compassion. They think it 
tragic, yet, a step to a glorious reward. 
Usually. 
Sometimes, it is not looked at like that. 
Take skunks. Ah, now you are beginning 
to see what I mean. 
As I drove home up Interstate 5 and 
passed the Pacific Highway cut-off, the car 
filled with the smell of skunk. Fresh-killed 
skunk. Run over and left there to smell. I 
tried to ignore it. 
Normally, I could have, but today my 
conscience was working late. Instead of 
reveling in the odor as I usually did, 1 was 
asking myself all kinds of questions. Why 
did it have to happen, what was he doing 
when he got hit, did the killer realize what 
he had done, why did it have to smell so 
much? 
I hurried home to get some rest and try 
to figure all these things out. I found 
myself getting so worked up that 1 couldn't 
stop for the skunk 1 hit some three miles 
later. Besides, he began to smell. Even 
now, I find myself looking for answers. 
It's just as well, some things aren't 
meant to be understood. 
me! 
1 peeked from behind my wooden 
bunker, cap at ready between thumb and 
finger. My eyes cleared the desktop just in 
time to see a cap flying straight between 
them. "I'm hit!" I cried, "Medic!" My cries 
were answered by a barrage of metal disks 
which clicked confidently off the wall 
above my head, burying me in a pile of 
shrapnel. Following were the victory cries 
of my adversaries as they left their cover. It 
was the chance for which I had been wait­
ing. Seizing the opportunity 1 raised myself 
from beneath the metal coffin and 
brought them down with two well-placed 
flicks. 
Truce was soon declared and peace 
treaties were signed in the neutral ground 
of the bathroom. However, it was evident 
that the peace could not last long, the 
stockpiling of weapons was already taking 
place in preparation for the next skirmish. 
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON THE FAR SIDE 
© 1985 Universal Press Syndicate 
By GARY LARSON 
"s3 
"Gad, it gives me the creeps when he does that. 
I swear that goldfish is possessed or something." 
"What is this? ... Some kind of cruel hoax? 
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San Diego Scene 
Red Cross: A Community Resource Of Help 
The fire's out—a two-alarmer. A 12-unit 
apartment house has burnt to the ground. 
It's 3 a.m. Seven families call relatives and 
find places to stay. Five families, including 
small children and elderly people, have no 
place to go. A fire fighter gives each family 
and elderly people, have no place to go. A 
fire fighter gives each family a card with a 
red cross on it. A call is made and a case­
worker from the American Red Cross 
(often a volunteer), San Diego/Imperial 
Counties Chapter, begins finding tem­
porary shelter for the families. The next 
day the Red Cross gets to work assessing 
each family's needs for food, clothing and 
shelter, both immediate and permanent. 
Some of the families need more help than 
others—all are taken care of; no one is 
charged a fee. 
That same night, a call comes again to 
the Chapter's 24-hour line: A father lies 
dying in a San Diego hospital; his son is 
on a Navy ship somewhere across the 
world. Can the Red Cross do something 
to bring him home to see his father for the 
last time? Of course the Red Cross can. 
Arrangements are made for the service­
man to be airlifted to a commercial air­
port. Tickets on commercial flights to San 
Diego are waiting, as well as an emergency 
interest-free loan for expenses. The ser­
viceman will probably get to his father 
before he dies. The Red Cross has verified 
all facts necessary to enable the Navy to 
grant him emergency leave. The Red 
Cross has acted through its network of 
volunteers and professionals in several of 
the nearly 3,000 chapters throughout the 
country. 
The American Red Cross is chartered 
by the Congress of the United States and 
is required to provide basic aid during 
By Alex Barrons 
The San Diego Historical Society owns 
a proud collection of old, respectable 
houses. Their "darling" is the Villa 
Montezuma in Golden Hill. In the 1800's 
it was, to a point, the cultural center here. 
Built for Jessie Shepard, the house 
shows a strong Victorian charm couples 
with the Russian-style Onion tower. Jesse 
Shepard himself was a celebrated Euro­
pean pianist who had displayed his talents 
to many famous people, including the 
Prince of Wales and many other European 
monarchs. He was interested in seances, 
and held a few during his stay in San 
Diego, even though he soon converted to 
Catholicism. He began a career as an 
author, using the pseudonym Francis 
Grierson. 
Jesse only lived here for two years, 
1887-89. During this time he regaled the 
well-to-do residents with his talents, but 
soon took off again for the greener 
pastures of Europe. The house was left un­
til the Historical Society decided to restore 
it. 
There are many beautiful stained-glass 
windows throughout the first floor. The 
main picture window is filled with the 
Greek poetess Sappho in a beautiful set­
ting. Beethoven and Mozart's likenesses 
are set to stained-glass, as are Rubens and 
Raphael. Shakespeare, Corneille and 
(ioethe are also immortalized. 
disasters and to be the major avenue of 
communication with the Nation's armed 
forces. It also provides services to military 
families and veterans. These services are 
provided free of charge. 
The American Red Cross provides other 
community services as well. Last year, the 
American Red Cross graduated from its 
courses more students than all of the Na­
tional Collegiate Athletic Association col­
leges did. Red Cross courses teach every­
thing from how to save lives to how to be 
a better parent. They are all developed by 
experts in their fields. Tuition for these 
courses is nominal. 
The American Red Cross is financed 
mainly through voluntary contributions; 
there is no government financing. Budgets 
of individual Chapters and National 
Headquarters in Washington, D.C., are 
carefully scrutinized by volunteers, who 
give up untold hours to serve on boards 
and committees. 
The American Red Cross is a member of 
the League of Red Cross and Red Crescent 
Societies and the International Commit­
tee of the Red Cross. During wars, civil 
strife and disasters of national scope, these 
organizations stand ready to assist in pro­
viding nonpolitical emmissaries and nego­
tiating teams, as well as conduits for 
emergency food, clothing and rescue ef­
forts. Through the Red Cross, people of 
all nationalities and religions are linked in 
serving the highest ideals of humanitarian-
ism throughout the world and in pro* 
moting health and safety in the communi­
ty-
Imagine no Red Cross. 
The Red Cross last year found abnor­
malities in 25 percent, or 1,260 people, of 
the more than 5,000 who were screened in 
There is a small gift shop on the landing 
area between the main floor and the kit­
chen in the basement. On the second 
floor ate changing exhibits. Hours are: 
monday-closed, Tuesday-Sunday 1 p.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. The museum, located at 1925 
K Street, unfortunately was given a $2.00 
admission fee. Though, if you look around 
hard enough you might be able to find so­
meone who belongs to the San Diego His­
torical Society, that can get you in free. It's 
worth a try, isn't it? 
health fairs in San Diego and Imperial 
counties. In most cases, the abnormalities 
did not present an immediate danger to 
health, but left untreated they could. 
One of the annual events of the San 
Diego/Imperial Counties Chapter, Amer­
ican Red Cross, is the "Feelin' Good 
Health Fair." This year, it begins March 
30 and continues through May 11 at 22 
sites in the two counties. (See attached list 
of sites.) The health fairs are cosponsored 
by Area Agency on Aging, KCST-TV, 
KSDO Radio, KMLO Radio, The Good 
Earth Restaurant and Bakery, KROP 
Radio and Pioneers Memorial Hospital. 
These fairs promote the concept that 
physical health and well-being can and 
should be individually maintained when 
possible. 
Each site provides free health screening 
and health education to adults 18 years 
and older. Basic screening services offered 
include checks on height, weight, blood 
pressure, vision, glaucoma, lung capacity, 
anemia, gum disease and skin cancer. Test 
Adolph Coors Company's ongoing 
commitment to the prevention of alcohol 
misuse and abuse is taking a step forward 
on college campuses through a major ex­
pansion of its alcohol awareness program. 
"Coors philosophy has always been one 
of promoting responsible consumption of 
our products," said Robert A. Rechholtz, 
Coors' executive vice president of sales 
and marketing. "We are now taking that 
philosophy a step further by introducing a 
campaign to legal drinking age college 
students that we believe helps give them 
the tools to make responsible decisions 
regarding the consumption of alcohol." 
According to Rechholtz, all the 
brewery's promotional dollars earmarked 
for the college market are now being used 
to promote responsible consumption or 
other positive educational programs 
among students of legal drinking age. 
The company, said Rechholtz, firmly 
believes that all individuals of legal drink­
ing age, including students, should have 
the right and freedom to decide whether 
results are interpreted and referral service 
offered free of charge. An optional blood-
chemistry test is offered for $10. In­
dividuals who wish to take this test must 
fast four to six hours prior to taking it. 
Free health exhibits are displayed, too. 
Mini-health fairs are also held throughout 
the year when requested by businesses and 
shopping malls. Last year, they screened 
an additional 1,237 adults. 
The Red Cross provides low-cost health 
and safety classes for adults and children. 
From "Babysitting" to "Lamaze Child­
birth" and "Basic Aid Training" to 
"Home Nursing," Red Cross health and 
safety classes graduated more students 
than all of the National Collegiate 
Association colleges did. 
What would happen if this community 
health resource was not availble? Support 
the Red Cross during "Red Cross 
Month." Send contributions to 3650 Fifth 
Ave., San Diego, CA 92103. Call 
291-2620 to become a volunteer. 
or not to consume the alcohol beverage 
product of their choice. 
But that right, he said, must be accom­
panied by responsibility to oneself and 
others. 
"We believe that people, given the pro­
per education, information and motiva­
tion, can make intelligent and responsible 
decisions about the use of alcohol 
beverages," emphasized Rechholtz. 
Rechholtz said he believes the Coors' 
approach is unique, because, unlike many 
other programs, it does not preach to 
students about alcohol misuse and abuse. 
"Instead, our approach encourages stu­
dents to adopt moderate lifestyles, find 
alternatives to alcohol misuse and abuse 
and to develop resources that help therr 
realize healthier and more productive 
lives," explained Rechholtz. 
All of the programs Coors designs either 
demonstrate that students of legal drink­
ing age can have a good time without 
abusing the product, or carry a modera­
tion theme. 
Executive Board Elections 
for 1985-1986 ASB 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary of Finance 
Secretary of Communications 
Secretary of Academics 
Social Chairman 
Secretary of Athletics 
Secretary of Justice 
Secretary of Student Organizations 
Secretary of Student Services 
APPLICATION PACKETS AVAILABLE 
NOW!—IN ASB OFFICE 
Primary Elections to be held April 15 & 16 
Contact Bob Pascual, Election Committee 
Chairman for further details. 
CLASS SENATOR 
ELECTIONS FOR 1985-86 
Senior Class Senator 
Junior Class Senator 
Sophomore Class Senator 
A p p l i c a t i o n  p a c k e t s  a v a i l a b l e  
N O W  i n  A S B  o f f i c e .  
P r i m a r y  E l e c t i o n s  t o  b e  h e l d  A p r i l  
15 & 16. 
Contact Bob Pascual,  Election Com­








New Pledge Class 
Phi Kappa Theta 
PK Announces Sisters 
The Sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha delight­
fully present our Spring 1985 Mu Pledge 
Class: Teresa Belvedere, Marilou 
Cunanan, Cynthia Kaczorowski, Liliana 
Russell, Kelly Towe and Kimberly War-
burton. Pledges will be receiving Crown 
Sisters the next two weeks to help them 
get acquainted with their new venture. 
Congrats also to the fraternities on their 
new pledges. Zeta also wishes to thank the 
music department for a beautiful concert 
last Sunday. Thank you again to all those 
remembering Anne. 
More congrats to Beth Badders and Lil 
Russell, new Phi Kappa Theta Little 
Sisters; Arcelia Tapia, new member of Pi 
Sigma Alpha Political Science fraternity; 
Maureen McDonald, and Kimberly War-
Alpha Delta Pi 
ADPi Initiates 19 
Last week Alpha Delta Pi wrapped up 
their Friendship Days with the initiation 
of their fall pledge class. The Zeta Pi 
Chapter of Alpha Delta Pi is proud to an­
nounce the names of their new iniates, 
Kim Aids, Mary Andrews, Christine Bell, 
Laura Checkman, Marci Dinunzio, Susan 
Edwards, Patti Ernstrom, Susan Gannon, 
Sharon Klosinksi, Pat Kuffel, Kim Kumm-
ler, Pam Morgenstern, Dena Murray, 
Maria Pettengill, Karin Pond, Tiffany 
Troncatty, Chau Vu, Christine Wood, 
and Marcella Wucher. Congratulations 
new initiates! 
Saturday, March 2, 1985, ADPi's got up 
bright and early to journey to Burbank for 
their Founder's Day. Attending the cele­
bration were Alpha Delta Pi Grand Presi­
dent, Jane Madio and ADPi chapters from 
UCSB, USC, UCLA, CSUF, and USD. 
Congratulations to Rosemary Wolf, 
who received the Violet Award for her 
outstanding contributions to the Zeta Pi 
Chapter of Alpha Delta Pi. Also receiving 
awards were Patty Gill, for scholarship 
and Renda Aladray, for her contributions 
to the chapter. ADPi's left Burbank Satur­
day afternoon to return to USD to par­
ticipate in Casino Night. Congratulations 
to Phi Kappa Theta, ASB, and ZTA for 
making the evening such a success. 
ADPi's have another busy week in store, 
as Friday, March 8, 1985, will be their an­
nual Diamond BalJ at the Radisson Hotel. 
Other up and coming events include 
Sigma Chi Derby Days in mid-March. 
ADPi gives fair warning to ZTA, Gamma 
Phi's, and the women of Camino/-
Founders and the Valley, the sisters of 
ADPi are psyched for the event and plan 
to make the ADPi coaches proud by being 
victorious! 
The "Greek Voice" section exists 
for the purpose of allowing each in­
dividual Greek organization to ex­
press ideas, publicize events, and 
communicate with the rest of the 
community. Opinions expressed in 
the articles represent those of the 
fraternity/sorority for which the ar­
ticle is named. These opinions do 
not necessarily represent those of 
the VISTA staff or editors. 
vurton, new members of Phi Alpha Delta 
Law fraternity; and the biggie . . . Ros-
anna Calderon as Zeta of the Week for a 
terrific job on our scholarship/academics 
program. 
Thanks to the Phi Kaps for a fun Casino 
Night. Did anyone get any souvenir chips, 
Bob? We had a "hot" time at our Big 
Brother bonfire, too. How many marsh-
mallows did you eat, Elizabeth? Zeta just 
wants to warn the other Derby Day teams 
that we're practicing for those games! 
Zeta and Commuters in Action urge 
everyone who wants to meet a troll to buy 
tickets for the Magic Mountain trip on 
March 10 in the box office. Don't miss this 
chance! 
Phi Kappa Theta is proud to announce 
the 1985 Spring little Sister pledge class. 
They are: Martha Aldana, Beth Badders, 
Cindy Brand, Lisa Broussard, Maureen 
Burkett, Noel Fabian, Roberta Everts, Pat­
ty Fitzgerald, Liberty Griffin, Amy Harsh, 
Francy Lefere, Melissa Mackno, Lisa Mit­
chell, Leesa Puleo, Suzanne Reed, Denise 
Rodriguez, Lil Russell, Nancy Titcombe, 
Rosy Vasquez, Nicole Volke, and Tony 
Zuazo. Congratulations to all of you and 
welcome to our family. 
Camino Cafeteria has been restored, 
but for a few hours last Saturday night it 
was the sight of the Phi Kappa Theta/-
ASB 6th annual "Night in Atlantic City." 
In Conjunction with Alpha Delta Pi and 
Zeta Tau Alpha Sororities, this event 
went off beautifully. The guests enjoyed 
gambling at the different game tables and 
dancing with "Notice To Appear." After 
the tables were closed the guests were able 
to exchange their chips in for raffle tickets 
which made them eligible to win dinners, 
gift certificates, a T.V., and many other 
prizes. After the prizes were raffled off it 
was back to dancing with one of the hot­
test bands in San Diego. 
We would like to thank the women of 
Alpha Delta Pi and Zeta Tau Alpha and 
the ASB for their fantastic support which 
once again made Casino Night an evening 
to remember. 
Finally, this weekend will be another 
fantastic display of athletic ability by 
USD's own Greek society. The second an­
nual Greek Olympics will be held, so good 
luck to everyone. 
P.S. ADPi and 2TTA, thank you for the 
new decorations for the Jungle. 
From the people who brought you Otis Day and the-Nights... 
SIGMA cm Presents 
"A DAY WE ALL MUST FACE " 
A SURFING THEMED DANCE PARTY 
"SEE THE MOVIE WEDNESDAY, 
DANCE TO THE MUSIC THURSDAY" 
Starring /tb© 
V^NtuRes 
Also Starring... D-FENDANT 
R E M E M B E R  T h u r s d a y ,  M a r c h  1 4 t h  
at the EL CORTEZ ROYAL ROOM 
Promptly at 8:00 PM thru 12:30 PM 
Tickets available on Campus 
Price = $10.00 
U.S.D. — I.D. Required Refreshments served 




By Jon Alan Lee 
Staff Writer 
An encourging week of baseball was 
played by our USD hard-ballers last week, 
despite winning 2 and losing 3. The 
Torero Wrecking Crew shoed up for some 
offensive fireworks, and the finest pitching 
of the year was turned in by The Boys 
from Alcala Park as well. Now, if they can 
just put the two together consistently . . . 
The week started slowly, very slowly, as 
back to back games were dropped to Pt. 
Loma and SDSU. Two homeruns by PLC 
in the last inning sunk USD's ship 8-7 in 
Tuesday's game, and the Toreros were flat 
out beaten by a better team as SDSU 
whipped USD by the count of 9-2 on 
Wednesday. 
Complete domination by USD is an ac­
curate description of the next two games 
against South Utah State and Cal State 
Los Angeles. Offensively, 25 runs were 
amassed by USD in the games, while only 
four runs were allowed by Torero pitch­
ing. "We had good practices before the 
Utah State game, and it showed in the 
way we hit the ball. Tommy Seyler had 
our first complete game of the season, and 
(Greg) Bertrand came back to pitch the 
best game of the season in his complete 
game," said Coach Cunningham. 
Sean Baron celebrated his birthday with 
3 hits, including a dinger (how many times 
have you seen that happen?!), and the 
unheralded Quinn Reilley also had 3 hits 
in the 9-3 Utah St. game on Friday. The 
sluggers of Saturday's LA State game were 
Mark Trafton (two triples), Jeff Grotewold 
and Robbie Rodgers, with 2 hits apiece, as 
the game was won 14-1. 
On a dark, cold, windy day at the 
Torero Diamond LA St. shellacked the 
Toreros by the tally of 16-5. Two rain 
delays prolonged USD's agony. Grote­
wold hit one out of the yard for the USD 
cause. 
Overall, the hitting—41 hits and 39 
runs, the pitching—only 12 walks allowed, 
and fine defense displayed by USD 
showed the true potential of the team. 
"The pieces aren't all together yet," said 
Cunningham. But the pieces are there. 
Come watch leading hitters Baron and 
Trafton as they lead USD into battle 
against Pepperdine on Friday and Satur­
day and lona on Tuesday, the Pepperdine 
games being for the WCAC race. 
Senior catcher Jeff Grotewold strokes one down the line against LA State. He 
hit one out of the park on Saturday. 
Money For Spring Vacation 
IRPA is looking for telemarketing executives. 
$3.35-$5.00 hourly wage guaranteed. 
$200-$500 weekly commission 
Flexible student hours 
Call 299-2656 
FREE tickets for American Cont. Circus for applying. 
ARE YOU: 
• a full-t ime woman student with minimum 2.5 g.p.a.? 
•  interested in representing the University for campus, ad­
ministrative, and community services? 
•  available for dedicated, DEPENDABLE, and ACTIVE 
membership? 
If the answer is an enthusiastic "YES" to all of the above, then apply to 
the Alcala Women's Club. Here's how: 
March 10 4:00-5:30 Informational Tea in DeSales Board Room 
March 25 Applications Due in AWC box in ASB office 
Apri l  " Individual and Group Interviews 
Apri l  21 New members announced 
Note: Applications may be picked up at the informational tea, at 
the AWC box in the ASB office, or by contacting president Mary 
Leingang or member Joanne Picerno with a note at the Mission 
Crossroads Desk. 
Senior Retreatants: 
Meet at Founders at 3 p.m Friday. 
R1P-ROARIN' AND READY TO GO! 
Hoopsters Car Save .500 WCAC 
Mark Tonight vs. LMU 
By John Schlegel 
Sports Editor 
At 7:30 tonight in the USD Sports 
Center, the Torero basketball team will 
finish off its roller coaster ride of a 2984-85 
season with a game against Loyola Mary-
mount University. 
USD was heading upward last Thursday 
night until Dwayne Polee and the Pepper­
dine Waves derailed them with a 57-54 
late comeback win that assured the 
Malibu team of the conference title, their 
fourth in the past five years. USD sits in 
fourth place now with a 5-6 record, 16-10 
overall. 
"We played well enough to beat them," 
said Head Coach Hank Egan. "It was a 
hard loss to take because no one had 
beaten them up there this year and we had 
a good shot at them." 
USD held the lead, 54-53, with 1:32 re­
maining in the game after guard Peter 
Murphy hit a 15-foot jumper. The Toreros 
had the ball and that one-point lead with 
less than a minute left when Polee stole 
the ball and broke away for the go-ahead 
layup. Eric White finished off USD with 
two free throws. 
The two teams played very evenly in the 
Don't miss the American 
Dream Savings Book Free 
Throw Contest. Thursday, 
March 7, during half time at 
the last men's home basketball 
game of the season. Each per­
son that makes a free throw 
will win a FREE American 
Dream Savings Book! 
first twenty minutes, as they fought to a 
28-28 tie at half. The Waves opened up the 
largest lead that either team enjoyed in the 
game when White, who finished with 13 
points and 10 boards, hit a jumper to put 
them up by five, 47-42. But USD's junior 
forward James Knight retaliated with a 
jump shot and a layup to bring the 
Toreros within three. 
"Knight played an absolutely super 
ballgame off the bench," said Egan of the 
6'4" JC transfer. "It was his best game to 
date. He has been important to us this 
year, but if he continues to improve, he'll 
be even more important to us next year." 
Knight has averaged 6 points a game in 
just under twenty minutes of playing time 
per game this season. 
Murphy put the Toreros ahead for the 
first time in the second half with 6:08 re­
maining, and the lead changed hands five 
times in the rest of the game. Senior guard 
Chris Carr led USD with 12 points, while 
Murphy and Knight had 11 and 10 respec­
tively. Jon Korfas led Pepperdine with 14, 
with Anthony Frederick scoring 12 and 
Polee 10. 
In the game tonight, the Toreros will be 
looking to even their conference record at 
6-6. With only four non-conference losses, 
USD will probably at least be in NIT con­
sideration. The invitations go out on 
March 10th. 
"We'd just like to end the season on a 
positive note and hope it carries over to 
next year," said Coach Egan. "We've had 
a lot of ups and down, but we've played 
well the last part of the season. We need to 
come out with a good effort and win this 
one to show that we've come together." 
Seniors Chris Carr and Anthony Reuss 
will be playing their last game for the 
Toreros tonight. 
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Sports 
1M Corner 
Pi Gives Chi 
A Softball Lesson 
Whenever Sigma Pi and Sigma Chi get 
together for an event, there is sure to be a 
wild party. Intramural softball is no excep­
tion. Bats, balls and barbeques were out in 
force last Sunday, and an estimated crowd 
of approximately 100 faithful were pre­
pared to witness an exciting softball game 
between Sigma Pi I and Sigma Chi. 
What they saw instead more closely resem­
bled a Sigma Pi I highlight film. Mike 
Still's team tuned up for this week's 
showdown with Uncle Wiggley's by 
thrashing Sigma Chi 7-0. In the first in­
ning, Sigma Chi had Mike Rossi on 
third, Alex Lombardo on second, and no 
one out, but still failed to score. They 
never came that close again. In the second 
inning, Sigma Pi I parlayed a Scott 
Canales double and three Sigma Chi er­
rors into three runs. A two-run single by 
Tim Penick in the third effectively ended 
the party. 
One hour earlier, it was Uncle Wig­
gley's turn to show that they too are 
ready for this week's game against Sigma 
Pi I. Bushmen Too lasted but five in­
nings as Phil Barbaro's team took an easy 
10-0 decision. The loss dropped Bush­
men Too out of the playoff picture, but 
don't worry. You will be hearing more 
about them since the bottom five article is 
due any week now. Moving from the bot­
tom to the top, Let Them Eat Kern 
continued to roll along, defeating Mike 
Minney's Rastafarians 9-3. In this game, 
Steve Cascioppo's two-run homerun in 
the third was the first this season to clear 
the left field fence. Let Them Eat Kern 
ends their season next week against the 
Phi Kap Bushmen. Doing his best Joe 
Namath impression, Bushman Ray Mar­
tin predicts an upset win for his team. Un­
fortunately for Ray, Namath had a super­
ior team to support his boasts . . . 
Another first happened in the game be­
tween NROTC and Sigma Pi II. By vir­
tue of their 11-5 victory, the NROTC 
guaranteed that they will be participating 
in some post season play. The loss also 
assured the fact that Sigma Pi II will not. 
An eight-run first inning appeared to have 
wrapped this one up early, but the 
NROTC still needed a great defensive 
play from Chris Rossi to thwart Sigma Pi 
II's last attempted rally. 
In the night league, it is the "D" 
Shrooms that continue to amaze and 
confound the experts. For the second 
straight week, Len Savallo's team man­
aged to knock a team out of the rankings. 
This week's victim, Two Balls and a 
Bat, did not go easily. After trailing most 
of the game, Two Balls and a Bat scored 
three times in the last inning to take a 7-6 
lead. Consecutive doubles by Doug 
Brooks, Rob Leach, and Mike Sroka did 
the damage. However, the "D" Shrooms 
came back in the bottom of the inning. 
Doubles by Jim Kelly and Mike Whit-
marsh tied the game, and set the stage for 
Len Savallo's game-winning hit to right 
field. With Broccoli defeating the Ex-
criments 13-8 and Smoldering Re­
mains winning their second, 11-6 over 
Public Nuisance, the pennant race in 
this league is as tight as it can be. With on­
ly one week left, there are five teams with­
in one game of first place. One of these 
teams is not even going to make the play­
offs. 
THE TOP FIVE 
1. Let Them Eat Kern 3-0 
2. Uncle Wiggley's 3-0 
3. Sigma Pi I 3-0 
4. Brocolli 3-1 
5. "D" Shrooms 2-2 
This Year's Champs 
Look Impressive 
This Year's Champs continue to look 
impressive as they rolled to 5-0 decision 
over a listless Sigma Chi to increase their 
record to 3-0. Tim McCorry opened the 
scoring with a great goal in the fifth 
minute of play. Rounding a Sigma Chi 
defender, he let loose a thunderbolt that 
roared into the top of the net. Goals by 
Bob Lozzi, Terry Hellenkamp and Bill 
Lavelle soon followed to put the game 
beyond reach. 
In other action, the Terminators look­
ed a bit sluggish as they struggled to beat 
Learned Foot by a 2-1 score. Their new 
center forward, Kirosh Dehpanah was 
clearly the difference as he banged home 
both goals in a winning cause. As usual, 
Mike Isaacs scored the only goal for 
Learned Foot. 
In final action, The #2 ranked Several 
Fish defeated Odysseus Fellows by a 
score of 2-0. Andy Blank scored the goal 
of the day as he headed home a winner 
from twelve yards out. Jess Romain added 
the other score in the second half to secure 
the win and set up a showdown with Th is 
Years Champs. 
THIS WEEK'S TOP FIVE 
1. This Year's Champs 
2. Several Fish 
3. Terminators 
4. Jelly Donuts and Beer 





coming May 3rd 
Contact any Mission Club 
member for more details. 
Your support will 
guarantee success! 
Upcoming Torero Events 
Thursday, March 7 
Men's Basketball vs. Loyola Mary-
mount* 7:30 USD Sports Center 
Men's Tennis at Corpus Christi 
College Team Championships 
Women's Tennis vs. Western 
Michigan 1:30 West Tennis Courts 
Friday, March 8 
Baseball vs. Pepperdine* 2:30 
Torero Diamond 
Softball vs. Cal State Dominguez 
Hills 2:00 Softball Field 
Men's Tennis at Corpus Christi 
College Team Championships 
Saturday, March 9 
Baseball vs. Pepperdine* (2) 12 noon 
Torero Diamond 
Softball vs. Cal State Dominguez 
Hills 2:00 Softball Field 
Men's Tennis at Corpus Christi 
College Team Championships 
Saturday, March 9 
Baseball vs. Pepperdine* (2) 12 noon 
Torero Diamond 
Softball at UC Riverside 1:00 
Rugby at San Luis Obispo TBA 
Men's Tennis still at Corpus Christi 
and vs. Loyola Marymount 1:00 West 
Courts 
Women's Tennis vs. New Mexico 
10:00 West Court Monday, March 11 
Men's Tennis vs. Oklahoma 1:30 
West Courts 
Women's Tennis vs. Houston 1:30 
West Courts 
Tuesday, March 12 
Baseball vs. Iona 2:30 Torero Dia­
mond 
Softball at Redlands** 2:00 
Men's Tennis vs. Texas Tech 1:30 
West Courts 
Wednesday, March 13 
Men's Tennis vs. Richmond 1:30 
West Courts 
Women's Tennis vs. Yale 8:30 
West Courts 
*WCAC game 
**So. Cal Softball Conf. 
IM Midnight 
Bowling Is Back 
So what if you can't bowl? Who cares 
what your score is? The important thing is 
that you have fun and fun is what the an­
nual midnight bowling tournament is 
about. That's right—fun, Fun, FUN! So 
grab some friends and enter a team in this 
Friday's (March 8) midnight bowling tour­
nament. Last chance to sign up is tomor­
row by noon so get your entries into the 
IM sports center office. Teams consist of 
two guys and two girls. Part of the 











Volleyball April 24 Sat., April 27 
Spring Run-Swim May 1 Sat., May 4 
April 17 Sat., April 20 
Senior Night At 
CASA 
VALLARTA! 
Pre'game happy hour 
with the class of 1985! 
Don't miss out on 
your last 






The ASB Cultural Arts 
will present a 
Shakespeare Film Festival 
in March. 
Admission is free. 
Please find schedule below: 
Romcomul luln i Monday, March I 1, 8:00 pm, Solomon Lecture Hall 
Midsummer Niyhl I hr.im Tuesday, March 12, 8:00 pm, Solomon Lecture Hall 
Turning <>/ f/ic N/m-ir Thursday, Man h 14, 8:00 pm, Solomon Lecture Hall 
Sports 
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Netters Beat State 
By Default 
On Feb. 20th the men's tennis team 
came close to beating San Diego State, but 
bad weather postponed the decision. 
With the Toreros up 4-2 after singles, 
and ahead in two of the three doubles 
matches, rain forced a 2-week delay. 
Scheduled for Monday, March 4th at 
2:00 PM, the match was resumed at the 
point of interruption. All participants ex­
cept one were ready to play. When notice 
was received that SDSU's Nikki Getz had 
quit the team just hours before match 
time. 
"It was disappointing not to have a 
chance to finish them off," said freshman 
Curtis Dadian, who was to serve at 3-1, 
3-all in the first set. "We were in a good 
position to win the match." Default or 
not, the netters welcome the win. After 
winning 8 of its first 9 matches, the team 





Thursday, 6:30 pm, March 7, Camino Lounge 
GET INVOLVED! BE THERE! 
Harold Heinen (Germany), Petra Lemmens and Anders Morgensen (Netherlands) 
" EXPRESSIONS OF GRATITUDE 
Three expressions that joyfully sum up these high school students' 
feelings about their exchange year in America Educational Founda­
tion for Foreign Study, a non-profit organization, brought these and 
over 2100 other European students to spend 1984/85 living and 
studying in towns across the United States. EFFS offers 1985/86 high 
school exchange programs for European, Mexican, Japanese, Philip­
pine and American students. 
Harold, Petra and Anders have changed the way they view the 
world Let EFFS help you, your family, and your community share 
in this exciting, cultural experience. To find out about becoming a 
host family, Area Representative, or an exchange student, please 
call Jim collect at 805-963-0553, or write, EFFS, Box M, 1528 
Chapala St., Santa Barbara CA, 93101 . . . and start smiling. 
"We've played 6 teams recently that 
have been ranked in the nation's top 25," 
said Dadian. "It's been great experience 
but tough on the win-loss record." 
The team's record is now 11-8 as they 
leave for Texas for the Corpus Christi 
Team Championships and a first-round 
encounter with the Univ. of Florida. 
24 teams, including many of the nation's 
best, will participate in the prestigious 
event. Seeded are SMU, Miami, Clemson, 
Texas, Auburn, Arkansas, Texas A&cM 
and Trinity. 
Representing USD are Jim McNamee, 
Alejandro Ramos, Maris Luters, Amado 
Yanez, Chris Smith, Rick Matheson and 
Doug Bradley. 
Upcoming home matches are Saturday 
at 1:00 PM vs. Loyola Marymount, Mon­
day vs. Oklahoma, Tuesday vs. Texas 
Tech, Weds. vs. Richmond, Thurs. vs. 
Dartmouth and Fri. vs. New Mexico. 
Sportstalk 
Spor ts ta lk  is a weekly column written by and for the students and facul­
ty of USD. We welcome all editorials or any aspect in the sports field, 
whether concerning USD or not. 
Deadlines are each Monday at 12 am for the following Thursday's 
issue. Names must accompany each article, which is subject to editing 
by the Vista editors. 
Will The Toreros Be Invited 
To The Family Reunion? 
By John Schlegel 
Spor ts  Edi tor  
With 64 teams in the NCAA tournament and 32 in the National Invitational 
Tournament, postseason play is coming to resemble a family reunion: everybody 
and his uncle, aunt, and 4th cousin can attend. 
Ninety-six Division I college basketball teams will play at least one extra game 
after their regular season has ended. Considering that is equivalent to over one-
third of the 282 teams in Division I, there should probably be a reevaluation of the 
postseason tournament season system. 
Well, as a matter of fact, there has been. Next year, the NIT will be a preseason 
tourney. But this year, there will be just about as many teams in postseason play as 
there are teams over .500. 
In fact, there should be plenty of below .500 clubs in play after this weekend. 
Only a little over half the teams have winning records, and taking tough schedules 
and conferences into consideration, some of those winning clubs will be bumped 
for ones with losing records in major conferences. 
One such victim could very well be the University of San Diego Toreros. With a 
win over 2-9, 10-16 Loyola Marymount tonight, USD will finish the regular 
season with a quite respectable record of 17-10, 6-6 in conference. 
Their 17 wins include four non-conference foes from a Division other than I, i.e. 
II or III. But two of the four teams that they lost to (SDSU and Illinois State) 
should be in postseason action. However, the West Coast Athletic Conference is 
not viewed as a "blue chip" conference by many of the Eastern relatives who are 
sending out the invitations to the reunion. 
Last year, the WCAC sent two teams to postseason play: USD to the NCAA's 
and 2nd place Santa Clara to the NIT. Pepperdine is guaranteed a spot in the 
NCAA's this year, while Santa Clara, once again at least tied for second place, 
should also get NCAA consideration. The 8-3 Broncos host 7-4 St. Mary's tonight 
to decide the second position in the conference. 
The loser of that game should (using the term loosely) go to the NIT. Where 
does that leave our mighty bullfighters? Well, if they win tonight, they should be 
able to attract Ma and Pa NIT to get a shot at the postseason party. If they lose, 
well, don't hold your breath. 
The only question left now is whether a postseason reunion place will be set for 
USD. There is no doubt enough of them. 
Reuss and Thompson 
Earn WCAC Honors 
Senior forward Anthony Reuss and 
sophomore center Scott Thompson were 
named to the coaches All-West Coast 
Athletic Conference basketball team 
yesterday. 
Reuss, a two-time member, has led the 
Toreros in scoring all season with a 12.2 
average and 6.5 rebound average while 
shooting .571% from the field. Thompson, 
last year's WCAC Freshman of the Year, 
has shot .562% from the field while 
averaging 11.1 ppg and 6.6 rebounds per 
game. 
Other members of the team include 
David Cooke and Eric Cooks of St. 
Mary's, Nick Vanos and Harold Keeling 
of Santa Clara, Eric White, Anthony 
Frederick and Dwayne Polee (League 
MVP) of Pepperdine, and Keith Smith of 
Loyola Marymount. Jim Harrick of Pep­
perdine was Coach of the Year while 
center Levy Middlebrooks of the Waves 
was named Freshman of the Year. 
Letter To The Editor—continued from page 5 
and legally protected human inhabitants 
of this planet" actually possess "the poten­
tial for eventual conceptual capacity," 
meaning, I assume, children, infants, 
babies, and a lot of people who may be 
asleep or otherwise not in full possession 
of their conceptual capacities. But in fact 
these people do not simply have the po­
tential for this; they actually possess the 
capacity, only they are either just begin­
ning to exercise it (e.g., infants, even some 
preborn ones) or they choose to exercise it 
only minimally or selectively (e.g., many 
students and people across the world). 
Having the capacity, however, does 
qualify them as human. But when they do 
not even have that, it is very likely that 
they are not (unless some other concep­
tion that being a rational animal qualifies 
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K I N G  O F  B E E R S  
Advertisement 
FOR ALL YOU DO.. .THIS 




Whenever four of the top five teams 
square off in intramural basketball, you 
know there is going to be some excite­
ment. With only eight teams in the "A" 
league this year, most every week will have 
some great games. The opening round was 
no exception. In the featured game, it was 
the top two teams, Thursday Night at 
the Spigot vs. Constant Acceleration. 
For the first ten minutes, it appeared as if 
Constant Acceleration might pull off 
the upset. In a controlled, half-court game, 
they opened up an eight-point lead. How­
ever, as the tempo of the game quickened, 
Bill Penfold and Mark Kelly began to take 
charge and the Spigot gradually came 
back. By halftime, Thursday Night at 
the Spigot had assumed a 32-27 lead. 
With Penfold scoring 25 and Kelly adding 
18, the Spigot went on to win 68-55. A1 
Matt scored 20 in a losing cause, and Dave 
Mclver added 18 for Constant Ac­
celeration. 
In the other battle of the biggies, Mike 
Whitmarsh and company proved to be 
too much for The Kids' triple towers. In 
an excitingly close contest, Kern of the 
Court defeated The Kids 65-58. It was' 
Charlie Malet's Stinky Fingers who ran 
up the most points in week #1 as they ran 
all over Sigma Pi #1 91-62. Patrick Maloy 
was the offensive star in a game in which 
there was no defense. Despite boasting 
from Malet, Stinky Fingers will still 
have to show more in order to defeat 
Constant Acceleration or Thursday 
Night at the Spigot. To live up to 
Malet's prediction of beating the Spigot 
by 20 points . . . Let's just say it is not 
likely. The final "A" game for the week 
could have been more appropriately titled, 
the Emmitt Dodd show. Dodd scored 34 
of his teams 41 points, in the second half 
and scored 44 points in all as the Black 
Shadow defeated Strawberry Jam 
75-53. This game was tied at the half and 
was really not as one-sided as the score 
might indicate. The game was still even 
with a little over ten minutes to play, but 
then Strawberry Jam's lack of condi­
tioning became a major factor. 
In the "B" league, Ducks III pulled off 
the upset of the week as they defeated the 
preseason favorites, Spread, Penetrate 
and Shoot. The game was close the 
whole way, so it was no surprise when it 
went into overtime. At the end of the ex­
tra period, it was Ducks III on top 57-55. 
Tim Polacek paced the victors with 37 
points while Joe Cranny scored 19 and 
John Yaldo added 16 in a losing cause. 
In the most physical game of the week, 
the Hot Shots stamped themselves as the 
team to beat with a 45-36 victory over the 
Sigma Chi Hoopsters. A balanced at­
tack was the key for the Hot .Shots as 
their five starters each scored between 7 
and 10 points. Other winning teams in­
cluded Nods II, Legion of Doom, Set-
Shot, the Dribble, Blazers, Chemical 
Dependence, and Drunk, Stuffed, 
and Tired. 
A LEAGUE 
1. Thursday Night at the Spigot 
2. Kern of the Court 
3. Constant Acceleration 
4. Stinky Fingers 
5. The Kids 
B LEAGUE 
1. Hot Shots 
2. Ducks III 
3. Legion of Doom 
4. Spread, Penetrate, and Shoot 
5. Chemical Dependence 
Co-Rec Softball: 
Zetas Pull Off Shocker 
You've read how they were "a much im­
proved team." All the experts kept saying 
it. They were even ranked in the top five. 
However, did anyone really think that 
Zeta Tau Alpha was that good? Prob­
ably not, but you know that Better Buy 
the Case believes it now. That's right! 
Last Saturday, Shannon Smith's, Zeta 
Tau Alpha ball club upset the defending 
champions 4-3 . Better Buy the Case 
scored first, Dave Navarro driving home 
John Tenuta with a first inning single. 
However, Rob Hall countered for Zeta 
Tau Alpha with a homerun in the se­
cond. Then, consecutive hits by Eddie 
Vido, Ray Martin and Rob Hall gave 
Zeta Tau Alpha a 2-1 lead in the third 
that they never relinquished. Better Buy 
the Case did rally in the seventh, but 
with one out, centerfielder Jerry Glass-
maker came up with a running shoe 
string catch. He then turned the catch in­
to a game ending double play by throwing 
back to second base in time to force 
Maureen Philpott. 
With the defending champs losing their 
first game of the season, the #1 ranking in 
this week's poll was up for grabs. Chutz­
pah put in their claim with an impressive 
13-0 victory over Happy Hour. Jim Scott 
and Randy Tallman each had three hits 
for the victors. Happy Hour is still 
winless but that could change next week 
when Bill Otto's team takes on the 
AKPsi Pleasure Machine in a battle to 
avoid a bottom five ranking. K^eanwhile, 
Chutzpah will be playing Squeeze Play 
with first place on the line. The surprise 
team of the season remained undefeated 
with a 7-5 victory over the 69ers IV Edi­
tion. The 69ers scored three times in the 
sixth inning tying the game at five, but 
then committed two errors in the seventh 
to give it back to Squeeze Play. With the 
loss, Steve Bell's team will have to defeat 
Up Your Asset$ this Sunday in order to 
qualify for the playoffs. A victory by Up 
Your Asset$ would put them in instead. 
The Ball Bangers continue to do just 
enough to win. On Saturday, Howerd 
Hill's team defeated S.D.S. 7-4 in a rain-
shortened game. On Sunday, they had to 
score six times in the last two innings in 
order to defeat a determined Trivial Pur­
suit II ball club 10-5 and remain 
undefeated. Meanwhile Better Buy the 
Case rebounded to remind everyone that 
they still are the defending champions as 
the routed S.D.S. 14-0 on Sunday morn­
ing. With one week left in the season, 
thoughts of playoff action are beginning to 
be very enticing. 
THE RANKINGS 
1. Chutzpah 4-0 
2. Ball Bangers 1-0 
3. Zeta Tau Alpha 2-1 
4. Squeeze Play 4-0 
5. Better Buy the Case 2-1 
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